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For the first time since the creation of the "Permanent
Conference of Historic and Traditional Studs" in 2005, now
officially constituted in the "European State Studs Association" (ESSA), the directors of many of the association's
partner institutions met experts and specialists of the
cultural field during the "Days of European Stud Culture" at
the Slovenian National Stud Lipica in October 2011. Although we were always convinced that our responsibility for
the historic horse breeding institutions of Europe is closely
connected to heritage preservation, we never thought those
links could be as clearly recognized as it turned out at Lipica.
During the symposium we discovered that the representatives of different Ministries of Culture, museum directors,
historians and scientists all agree to help us explaining why
the protection of our sites and the preservation of our traditions are essential.

With great pleasure I accepted the European State Studs
Association's invitation to participate in the "Days of
European Stud Culture". Aside from being instructive, I found
the meeting fascinating for many reasons.

First of all, I would like to thank the participants of our symposium, because their great expertise has given this event an
extraordinary extent. We are now sure that our studs, with
their associated landscapes, crafts, archives, carriages,
breeds, etc. are part of our cultural heritage representing a
great value. The support of experts of the cultural field is
immeasurable, because now we have arguments to explain
to the political and administrative authorities that our
heritage is a capacity of local development in many ways, as
they were presented during the symposium. The best way to
show how grateful we are for their contributions will be to
work on the many tracks they have given us, with their help
and their advice!
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First, I was impressed by the commitment and dedication of
the ESSA members to perpetuate the legacy of the historic
stud farms of Europe that played such a central historic role
for many centuries.
Second, I was enthralled by the complexity of work done at
the national and traditional studs and the challenges they
face in jointly conserving the cultural resources of the farms
and the extraordinary horse breeds that rightly are their
main concern.
Finally, I realized that the mission of ESSA very much echoes
the work that so many in ICOMOS face in making sustainable
the management of historic environments that are
composed of physical attributes, inanimate objects, living
things and intangible traditions.
I hope that our contact at Lipica will be the beginning of a
long collaboration between ESSA and ICOMOS, for which I
see great potential as well as valuable model for the future
of ICOMOS.

ESSA

European State Studs

Support ESSA campaigning for the
preservation of European stud culture!
The European State Studs
Association (ESSA) campaigns for the preservation
of the European state studs'
heritage. Almost in all
European countries, great
studs with centuries' old
traditions have outlived time.
Through the decline of the
horses' importance in the
20th century many of these
unique institutions have
been privatised, dissolved or
strongly limited in the past
decades.
Around 30 of the most
influential studs of 13 countries are connected in the
ESSA network, which strives
to work against this
tendency. Through joint
performances, events and
promotion activities they
raise awareness for the
actual and future meaning of
the studs as important
centers of competence and

education, as places of regeneration and cultural heritage.
To share experience and
knowledge,
the
ESSA
partner studs cooperate in
different fields:
- Education and Training
- Research in breeding and
welfare of the horse
- Marketing and Tourism
- European Law
- Exchange of genetic
material, especially with
regard to sport horses
and endangered breeds
If you wish to support the
objectives of ESSA, you are
welcome to join the association as supporting member.
The website www.europeanstatestuds.org provides
detailed information for
friends of European stud
culture.

Photos: Boiselle, Kube

ESSA members 2012

Contact:
European State Studs Association e.V.
c/o Haupt- und Landgestüt Marbach
D-72532 Gomadingen-Marbach
Tel. +49 (0)73 85 - 96 57 17
Fax. +49 (0)73 85 - 96 57 38
E-Mail: info@europeanstatestuds.org
Homepage: www.europeanstatestuds.org

Horses –
a European
heritage.
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The European State Studs
– A European Heritage
Alexandra Lotz, Head of the European State
Studs Association's office

The historic studs of Europe derive from a time when horses
played a vital role in transport, agriculture, military and
representation. Before the inventions of the 20th century,
mankind was for many centuries driven by horsepower and
still when we buy a car today we find this reference in the
term "PS", which means nothing else than "Pferdestärken" –
"horsepower". Today, most of the people in our modern
societies are not aware of the role horses used to play only
some decades ago. Many of them have never heard of the
great stud farms and can't understand the historic meaning
of those institutions.
Thinking about the horses' relevance in the past it becomes
evident why foreseeing rulers founded not only royal studs
for their own representation purposes, but also state studs
to improve the quality of the horses in their kingdoms. The
quality of horses was a decisive factor for productivity and
military success of a state. That the availability of strong and
healthy horses could decide about life or death is well
illustrated in Shakespeare's play "Richard III" where Richard,
unhorsed at the climax of the battle, cries out "A horse, a
horse, my kingdom for a horse!".

French National Stud Le Pin, Photo: Boiselle
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In France it was Colbert, the first minister of Louis XIV, who
invented the national stud system with Le Pin, Pompadour
and Rosières-aux-Salines as first national studs. During the
French Revolution the studs were closed but Napoleon
quickly reopened them and even added quite a few. After all,
he wanted to conquer Europe and without good horses his
chances would have been rather small.
The Habsburg Dynasty founded a number of significant
breeding institutions in the former Austria-Hungary. Many of
them still exist today, such as Kladruby nad Labem in the
Czech Republic, Topol'cianky in the Republic of Slovakia,
Bábolna in Hungary, Djakovo in Croatia, Radautz in Romania
or Lipica Slovenia.
The most influential horse breeders on German ground and
– not a surprise – the most successful rulers of their time
were the Prussians. In 1786 the "Prussian Stud Administration" was established containing six actively breeding studs
and 16 stallion depots with more than 2000 stallions. The
most famous institution was Trakehnen, founded in 1732.
After the motorization of transport, agriculture and war the
amount of horses and with them the number of breeding
institutions declined. Today, we count around 60 national
and traditional studs in Europe. Most of them are under the
authority of the state, some are already turned into foundations or run as private enterprises. We distinguish between
"stallion depots" offering stallions to private breeders and
"main" or "principal" studs actively producing horses.
Those studs with own herds are characterized by larger

Historic ground Plan of Neustadt-Dosse (Germany)
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Main Building of Neustadt-Dosse (Germany), Photo: Boiselle

numbers of horses and usually require more space than
stallion depots. Many of the mentioned breeding institutions
are comparatively small. Only around twenty of them count a
livestock of some hundred horses and a considerable
amount of land.
Many of the surviving national and traditional studs look back
on some hundred years of history. The German state stud of
Marbach for instance was first mentioned in 1514, while
Kladruby nad Labem was founded as a National Stud in
1579, Lipica followed in 1580. Those institutions are not
only places of animal production, they are unique heritage
sites preserving three forms of heritage: tangible, intangible
and living heritage.
Historic building ensembles and associated cultural landscapes as well as collections of carriages, harnesses, books
and other movable items count as tangible heritage. The
architecture of the studs is characterized by a strong
emphasis on functionality while, at the same time, those who
established the studs gave them an equally strong representative role. The large studs document a special way of life,
characterized by the intensive cohabitation of humans and
animals. A significant portion of their heritage value lies in
the continuity of their use.

Farrier's workshop at Marbach (Germany), Photo: Kube

breeds owe their survival to the state studs, which continued
to breed them even in times when they were less popular.
Thus, the national studs contribute significantly to the
preservation of biodiversity. As the Black-Forest Coldbloods,
a draft-horse originally bred for agriculture in the south-west
of Germany, such breeds can have a real renaissance, for
instance as leisure or therapy horses. Some breeds are
even considered cultural monuments at their countries of
origin, such as Lipizzaner horses at Slovenia and Altkladruber horses in the Czech Republic.
Today, the state studs are in a period of new orientation and
re-structuring. They need to shift their focus and develop
new business areas preparing them for the future. Service
around the horse, education, culture and tourism are key

The knowledge of the horses' requirements, its breeding and
its formation to fulfill roles in the lives of men, represents
intangible heritage of high significance. Over centuries the
state studs managed to preserve traditions and professions
that elsewhere have disappeared. They are places of horsemanship developed and refined over many generations
aiming at harmony between men and horse. Today's state
studs are important education facilities for horse professionals and amateurs alike. Many of them run classical riding
and carriage-driving schools providing first class training.
Last but not least the horses themselves can be regarded
as "living heritage". The breeds of today have been developed
over centuries to match the pattern of human needs. Many

The culture of carriage-driving at Marbach (Germany), Photo: Boiselle
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Black Forest Coldblood stallion at Marbach (Germany), Photo: Boiselle

words in this context. Despite all efforts, many studs have
meanwhile been dissolved, privatized or strongly limited and
frequently even the most renowned institutions are facing
difficulties.
What happens when a large and influential stud disappears
can be observed at the example of Trakehnen, which
became a myth after its loss at the end of WWII. For 40
years the site was locked behind the iron curtain. Today, it is
accessible again, but it is not possible to revitalize the stud.
Heritage sites are not easily shifted or revived. Their significance depends on integrity, authenticity and in case of living
heritage sites on people – in this case also horses – to fill

Altkladruber stallion at Kladruby nad Labem (Czech Republic).
Photo: Boiselle
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them with life. To preserve the surviving state studs and
their cultural heritage the European State Studs Association
(ESSA) was founded in 2009. Meanwhile, more than 30
institutions all over Europe are involved in the activities of the
network.

European State Studs Association

Living Symbols
Ángela Rojas, ICOMOS International

Transmitting meanings can be done in several ways such as
through the direct relationship between the functional
container and the immaterial function; through an identity
based on physical evidence; by means of landscape, urban,
and architectural features, or any other art expressions,
through the process ranging from the primary sensations to
the primary emotions and, eventually, to feelings.
It would include both the transmission of a welfare perception and communication using abstract and figurative
symbols. And also those symbols of an originally non-intentional meaning. This would be the case, for instance, of
associative cultural landscapes.
Instruments used to transmit meanings can be: through
interpretation elements such as museum exhibits,
signposts, graphics, etc.; by using whatever information has
been transmitted about a specific place by historiography,
literature, art, urban legends and even kitsch; by means of
artistic or craft expressions characterizing the place or
through the combination of some of them.

Undoubtedly, meaning transmission is an everlasting and
complex issue and, above all, an exciting and difficult one to
be dealt with full objectivity. It would be interesting to identify
other symbols or attributes such as living creatures which
have been taken into account as natural heritage or part of
cultural landscapes but not enough focused on living
creatures as symbols of history and culture.
This topic is also related to the immaterial heritage, mainly
to its relationship with its context, and always understanding
heritage as a whole that includes tangible elements and
intangible culture.
The concept of cultural landscape opened the door to understand that nature can communicate cultural meanings and
that heritage is not divided in two disconnected parts,
natural and cultural. A cultural landscape is a combined
work of nature and of man and there is an important amount
of cultural landscapes already inscribed on the World
Heritage List.
But it is possible to say that there is not any living creature
inscribed as cultural heritage on the World Heritage List
although the Mexican national tree ahuehuete is recorded
on Mexico's Tentative List for a future nomination, because
of its cultural values based on history.
How living creatures transmit meanings?
As symbols, through history, religions, legends, since a long
history there have been a lot of animals related to legends
that symbolized concepts or even historic facts. We are
used to the Owl of Minerva, the Capitoline Wolf, the Maltese
Falcon and others. In some cases they represent important
historic facts or processes, so because of that they become
landmarks of history.
And due to history and legends, animals have helped to
create traditions such as horses at Siena's Palio or oxen in
"Oxherding and oxcart traditions in Costa Rica", inscribed in
2008 on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity (originally proclaimed in 2005).
Another property also inscribed on the Representative List
of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity is "Falconry,
a living human heritage", inscribed in 2010 and nominated
by United Arab Emirates, Belgium, Czech Republic, France,
Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Morocco, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
Spain and Syrian Arab Republic.

Image 2: Sheeps in Madrid, October 2009. Photo: La Serena.
Maltese Falcon. Valetta, Malta. Photo: Ángela Rojas

http://www.queseros.com
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Silk worms have a humble although important role in the
case of "Sericulture and Silk Craftsmanship of China",
inscribed in 2009 on the Representative List of Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
In above cases the living creatures are protected as part of
a cultural activity, what marks a difference with those
protected as natural heritage, which are the majority of
those animals that are part of the World Heritage List as
natural properties. And coming back to protagonist roles,
this is the case of Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve,
Mexico, inscribed in 2008, following criterion vii, and
Sichuan Giant Panda Sanctuaries inscribed in 2006,
because of criterion x.

Transhumance is protected in several mixed sites and
cultural landscapes, such as Laponian Area, Sweden,
inscribed as a mixed site in 1996, following criteria iii, v, vii,
viii and ix. Wadi Rum Protected Area, Jordan, inscribed in
2011, (criteria iii, v, and vii) illustrates the evolution of
pastoral and agricultural activity.
Pyrénées - Mont Perdu (Spain-France) is a transboundary
mixed property, recognized as a cultural landscape,
inscribed in 1997 and with a small extension in 1999. The
site is also "a pastoral landscape reflecting an agricultural

Animals helped humans to create landscapes, cultural
routes, monuments, sites…
There are other different cases where what is protected is
the landscape, even when animals' movement or daily work
have transformed the land, creating different features that
constitute those attributes that convey cultural values. This is
obviously the case of cultural landscapes and cultural routes.
A very interesting example is the Mesta Livestock trails in
Spain, protected since medieval times, and part of Spain's
Tentative List. "The practice of transhumance livestock
raising in Spain gave rise to a road network for cyclical
migrations along livestock trails which are of unique material
and cultural value, and have been maintained, originally by
the Mesta livestock farming guild created in the year 1273
and today by Laws. In addition to their traditional use by
livestock farmers, this network of livestock trails is cultural
heritage of the highest consideration given the ecological,
artistic, historic and social wealth surrounding these public
domain sites".

Pyrénées-Mont Perdu. Photo Ángela Rojas
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Lipica Stud Farm. Photo: Dušan Kramberger

way of life that was once widespread in the upland regions of
Europe but now survives only in this part of the Pyrénées".
Some of the cases where pastoralism, transhumance and
transportation using animals created cultural values are
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those related to cultural routes. For instance, State Historical and Cultural Park "Ancient Merv", in Turkmenistan,
(1999, criteria ii, iii), "is the oldest and best-preserved of the
oasis-cities along the Silk Route in Central Asia" where they
still use camels for transportation although horses are used
along other paths of the Silk Routes.
The Qhapaq Ñan, in the Tentative Lists of Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru is a series of cultural
routes where the South American camelid llama was the
most important pack animal.
An interesting case is that of the Saloum Delta, in Senegal, a
cultural landscape inscribed this year following criteria iii, iv,
v, where fishing and shellfish gathering were the main
production activities. "The site is marked by 218 shellfish
mounds, some of them several hundred meters long,
produced by its human inhabitants over the ages" .
And sure the most sad example of a site created by animals
is Head-Smashed-In Buffalo Jump, Canada (1981, criterion
vi) where the place testifies to the ancient practice of killing
buffalos by chasing them over a precipice. Of course it has
been inscribed as a site directly and materially associated
with the survival of the human race during the prehistoric
period.

Components
Sites and landscapes created by cultural manifestations
based on animals have different physical components, such
as shrines, farms, barns, stables, caravanserais, and those
related to sports and exhibition, such as racetracks, rodeos,
bullrings, circus, zoo parks, aquariums, etc. Some of them
testify to the exact basis of the culture that created them, as
happens with paths and farms; some respond to current
necessities: education, tourism or even fashion. Some, for
instance, in the case of bullrings, are particularly spectacular
from architectural point of view while function is a very
controversial point.
In those cases above mentioned we can see the presence of
animals that are without doubt recognized because of their
roles and even accepted as symbols in pictures, literature
and tourist brochures, but the connection to heritage is not
established enough.
It is extremely important to continue research on animals as
creators of culture and part of it themselves. We need to
understand their roles as symbols and transmitters of
historic, aesthetic and cultural meanings, what means their
role as heritage.
1 For the concepts of criteria, see The Operational Guidelines for the
Implementation of the World Heritage Convention,
http://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines.
2 Tentative List, Spain, http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists.
3 http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/773
4 http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/886
5 http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1359

Las Ventas Bullring, Madrid. Photo: Vladimir Graverán
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Living Buildings,
Living Heritage
– with special reference
to Horse Heritage
Dr Peter Burman
Independent Arts & Heritage Consultant,
Edinburgh, Scotland, UK
Visiting Professor in Cultural Management,
BTU Cottbus, Germany, 2007-2012
Formerly: Director of the Council for the Care of Churches &
Cathedrals, England; Director of the Centre for Conservation
Studies, University of York; Director of Conservation,
National Trust for Scotland
Trustee, SAVE Britain's Heritage; Guardian, Society for the
Protection of Ancient Buildings; UK ICOMOS World Heritage
Committee; ICOMOS International Committee on the Theory
& Philosophy of Conservation; Chairman, St Paul's Cathedral
Fabric Committee, 1991-2011
I felt truly inspired by the Days of European Stud Culture held
at Lipica, 13-14 October 2011. Moreover, the experience of
preparing for it and participating in the event brought home
to me how important are the experiences of childhood in
forming our interests and enthusiasms in adulthood. I grew
up on our family farm not far from Stratford-upon-Avon in the
very heart of England surrounded by horses, from Daisy our
cart-horse, through my mother's favorite horse Star and my
own pony Strawberry. I can remember occasions when I
rode my pony to school, when my mother would lead him
back home. My parents hunted on horseback, a very English
rural activity, and my mother was well-known as a showjumper in our region and even beyond. In addition to our
horses – there were seven during my childhood – I specially
remember the sights and sounds and especially the smells
of the Tack Room, and especially the smell of polished
leather and metal. To this day it gives me special pleasure to
see a horse and rider 'well-turned-out', with every detail
beautifully looked after, expressing both consummate skill, a
love of order and that indefinable but exquisite relationship
which can exist between a rider and a horse working
together.
The themes which I set myself to explore, in order to place
'horse heritage' where it belongs, being as important and
significant in cultural terms as any other branch of heritage
scholarship and enquiry, are as follows:
1) Categories of heritage – to explore and therefore to
underline the rightful place of horse heritage amongst all the
other major categories of heritage such as: ruined
monuments; ruins re-inhabited; castles; cathedrals, churches
and other sacred buildings in many different cultures; historic
12

villages, towns and cities; landscapes, semi-natural and
designed; gardens; collections of works of art in religious
buildings, houses and castles, museums and galleries;
heritage related to other specific cultural contexts, e.g. canals
& railways, concert halls & theatres: and so on.
2) 'Living' or 'frozen' heritage – I believe it is a myth that preserving heritage somehow 'freezes' it in a certain state of being as
a 'monument' – sometimes that is indeed appropriate, but it is
surprisingly rare. Look at Ljubljana Castle, for instance: a major
iconic monument for the city and wider landscape, but throbbing with contemporary life and activity for both the local
community and cultural tourists. Most 'monuments', whether
large or small in scale, are lived in by human beings or used for
some purpose associated with human activity, and this is
equally true of historic horse studs and stable buildings as well
as of many other categories of 'monument'. It is the word
'monument' itself which is misleading.
3) The vast majority of heritage sites, whatever their nature,
are LIVING landscapes and buildings which can be cherished
for their heritage values but which go on evolving nevertheless
and responding to their places in people's lives. Again, this is
just as true of historic horse studs and other accommodation
for the horse as it is for other categories of heritage.
4) I contend indeed that we have a duty and a responsibility to
cherish and look after what we have inherited from the past –
in a spirit of stewardship – but also to add to it, wherever
appropriate and possible, a layer of beauty, interest and significance of the present day. This was exactly what our British
proto-advocate of responsible conservation, John Ruskin, did
on the estate and house called Brantwood on the shore of
Lake Coniston in the English Lake District where he lived from
1872-1900.
5) I contend also that living heritage plays an indispensable
part in the lives of men and of animals – our heritage 'works'
for us if we cherish it with LOVE and RIGHT UNDERSTANDING
and look after it, responding to its character and matching its
qualities with our needs and aspirations.
6) Undergirding all of the above I advocate the vital importance
of heritage interpretation (and skilful presentation) in the
context of international legislation and policy. The value of good
interpretation and imaginative presentation was experienced
by all of us through the excellent signage and the superb new
museum, called Lipikum, which has been established to tell the
story of the Lipizzaner horses in the historic manorial complex
of fine old buildings at Lipica. Through the interpretation
provided there the visitor can see and experience what an
important role horses – together with the buildings and
artifacts associated with them – play in the field of European
culture as they have done for many centuries before.
Our understanding that there is such a category of heritage
as 'horse heritage' is a relatively recent development. But I
can remember a time when bridges, canals, railways and
indeed the whole vast field of industrial heritage were
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scarcely considered important alongside the more traditional kinds of heritage such as castles and great religious
buildings and their associated landscapes. It is my belief that
we need to develop a special branch of scholarship which will
carry out research, inspire good writing and provide the
basis for further inspiring conferences and gatherings. In
this connection, the European State Studs Association
(ESSA) has a vital part to play, and has already begun to lead
the way. It is my belief that, as time goes on, heritage specialists and heritage organizations will come to support these
initiatives and recognize that 'horse heritage' is important to
local and national economies and also has a deep international significance.
More and more examples of 'horse heritage' should and will
be recognized and added to local, national, regional (as in
Europe) and global understanding of what constitutes
heritage. In this connection it is relevant to recall that in the
World Heritage Convention 1972 the following are considered to be 'cultural heritage':
1) Monuments: architectural works, works of monumental
sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding universal value
from the point of view of history, art or science.
2) Groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected
buildings which, because of their architecture, their homoge-

neity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding
universal value from the point of view of history, art or
science.
3) Sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and
man, and areas including archaeological sites which are of
outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic,
ethnological or anthropological point of view.
It is important that we ensure that horse-related heritage
should take its rightful place amongst examples of world
heritage. The special nature of the relationship between man
and the horse, the extraordinary importance of the horse in
the evolution of human transport, the skills associated with
horsemanship and many aspects of working with horses, the
indispensable and often heart-breaking role of horses in
warfare – how can these considerations fail to be recognized, if properly understood and argued, as being of
outstanding universal value?
As I have mentioned above, the pure preservation of
monuments is rarely 'pure'. Among the examples I gave at
Lipica were a group of castles in South Wales, cared for by
the Welsh government organization called Cadw, where
from the 19th century onwards these extensive but largely
ruined castles such as Raglan, Caerphilly and the radically
transformed castles of Cardiff and Castell Goch came to
have a vibrant modern life through their use as visitor attractions, educational tools, and their use as the setting for

Abb. 1: Yarpole, Herefordshire – into this ancient church the village shop has been placed, with a café above. Photo: Burman
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events great and small including garden parties, art exhibitions, concerts and especially weddings, a moment in
people's lives where beauty and the resonances of history
are rightfully cherished. People visit castles in their hundreds
of thousands all over Europe and beyond. The majority of
such castles are, according to the different but broadly
parallel frameworks of legislation and policies in different
countries, recognized as 'monuments' or 'listed buildings'.
Many of them are not only on national lists of significant
heritage but are World Heritage Sites, either singly or as
groups. A notable group in the United Kingdom is the group
of castles in North Wales built on the orders of Edward I and
inscribed on the World Heritage List for their collective significance. One can imagine that the European State Studs, all
or some of the most important of them, could be recognized
as world heritage and inscribed on the World Heritage List
in exactly the same way.
I drew attention also to the position of religious buildings
which are, in the vast majority of countries, cherished for
their sacred functions but at the same time have a vital role
to play as landmark examples of heritage at the highest
reach of human architectural and artistic endeavour. The
cathedrals of Europe are in almost every case still used for
their original purposes, as the seat of the bishop of the
diocese, as the home of a community of religious men and
women, as the focus for pilgrimage and worship drawing on
the sublime European traditions of music, artistry, craftsmanship and ceremony. Cathedrals do not live in the past
and, having been chairman of the Fabric Advisory
Committee of St Paul's Cathedral for twenty years, I can
speak at first hand of the ways in which cathedrals maintain
themselves by having cathedral workshops with experienced
men and women and trainee apprentices in stone masonry
and carving, timber construction and fine joinery, stained
glass conservation, textile conservation and so on. Yet at the
same time cathedrals are among the most popular of visitor
attractions and play a leading role in cultural tourism.
In 2010 St Paul's Cathedral in London received 1,892,467
visitors a year, while Canterbury Cathedral received
1,033,463 and Westminster Abbey 1,394,427 (both
Canterbury and Westminster Abbey are within World

Heritage Sites) , while even Lincoln Cathedral, in a city which
is well away from main tourist travel routes, nevertheless
receives around 400,000 visitors a year, many coming in a
spirit of pilgrimage or 'engagement' with the cathedral's
primary purpose. What is it that draws such vast numbers
of appreciative visitors? In part it is, I believe, that the cathedrals and their associated landscapes are recognized not
only as cultural monuments of especially high values but also
– whether consciously or not – as having the authenticity
and integrity which comes from centuries of religious
activity. They possess a spiritual and artistic 'vibrancy' which
attracts people of all faiths or none, and in this respect they
fulfill in a special way the ideals and objectives of UNESCO

Abb. 3: Seaton Delaval House, acquired by the National Trust in 2009,
has stables of the 1740s which show how accommodation for horses
could be noble architecture. Photo: Burman

which are to foster and encourage world peace, harmony
between nations and individuals, and a sense of common or
shared purpose with which human beings can identify and
feel inspired.
I do not find it at all difficult to see historic horse studs or
other aspects of horse heritage fitting into the overall
heritage picture in a similar way. Just as with the European
cathedrals, historic horse studs and their associated landscapes have the authenticity and integrity which comes of
long use – often centuries of use – for their original purpose.
Set, often, in superb landscapes which have been influenced
by the relationship between horses and man, they exemplify
both tradition and contemporary life. Like cathedrals, they
provide the setting increasingly for major events connected
with the horse and horsemanship and they are able to draw
vast numbers of visitors. But just as, at the end of the day,
when pilgrims and other visitors have gone home from
cathedrals the place 'prays by itself' and the unceasing
round of prayer and worship goes on, so too at the historic
horse studs of Europe the ultimate value of the place lies in
the faithful daily and unremitting care and training of horses,
the relationship between the horses and their carers, and
the skills which perpetuate horses of the quality and beauty
of those which we witnessed and learned about at Lipica.

Abb. 2: Burghley, Lincolnshire, famous for its annual Horse Trials – now also for
the Garden of Surprises where the tree sculpture drips water. Photo: Burman
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horse studs is also true of parish churches. In England there
are approximately 8,000 churches of pre-1600 date and
around another 4,000 of later date which are also recognized as 'monuments'. So in Europe as a whole there are
many thousands of parish churches, and of pilgrimage
churches, many of them also displaying craftsmanship and
the decorative arts of a very high order of beauty and creativity, which singly or collectively contribute enormously to our
understanding and experience of heritage. Churches all over
Europe are in many contexts experiencing some sort of
crisis, on account of the smaller congregations attending
them on a regular basis, but their future can be assured for
future generations if the buildings visibly serve the whole
community. Yarpole (Abb.1), in Herefordshire, is a brilliant
example of a medieval church being sensitively adapted so
that in addition to providing both large and small spaces for
worship it also houses a café (in a new gallery at the west
end), a meeting room, the village shop and the village post
office. As such, it retains its traditional beauty and dignity but
at the same time serves the actual and daily needs of a
vibrant rural community. Adapt, not just to survive but to add
value and usefulness to the contemporary world, may be
true for historic horse studs as well as parish churches.
However, there are constraints and tensions that have to be
resolved: the key very often is to have the courage and the
initiative to employ really good designers – we saw this at
the Lipikum museum at Lipica – to use appropriate
materials and skilful craftsmanship, and to have a proper
budget.
As a British citizen and as an adviser to a number of them, I
am conscious of the extraordinary role which is played in our
contemporary heritage world by country houses.
Hopetoun House near Edinburgh is a rural architectural and
artistic masterpiece open to the public, yet it earns its keep
through the many public and private events that it hosts, and
but is still a family home from which the estate is run with
verve and imagination. In a very British way a framework has
been devised to ensure the long-term future of the house, its
designed landscape and collections, by vesting them in charitable foundations which have amongst their key provisions
conserving the asset through good conservation practices,
providing public access, and with a strong educational
outreach and role which reaches annually thousands of
schoolchildren and adults. It is also becoming increasingly
well-known for its horse-related events, for which it forms the
perfect setting. There are so many country houses and
castles in the United Kingdom open to the public that a
substantial annual publication, Hudson's Guide, has for long
been necessary to provide information about them, their
opening times and main events, though today the majority of
them have excellent websites (as does Hopetoun House).
Amongst English country houses Blenheim Palace, the seat
of the present Duke of Marlborough, given by a grateful
nation to his early 18th century ancestor, the 1st Duke of
Marlborough, is – together with its landscape – a World
Heritage Site.
Another privately-owned house, again preserved and
managed through the framework of a charitable foundation,

is Burghley House, Lincolnshire (Abb. 2). Burghley is famous
in the whole equestrian world for its annual Horse Trials but
it is also distinguished in having stables designed by Lancelot
('Capability') Brown, the celebrated 18th century English
landscape designer, and a recently commissioned water
garden, the Garden of Surprises, which evokes and
celebrates in a contemporary way the 16th and 17th
century gardens throughout Europe which make play with
that vital and ever-beautiful resource, namely water. It draws
countless more visitors to the place and clearly delights
people of all backgrounds and ages – a truly creative
addition to the range and attractiveness of the living country
house. I believe that something similar could be attempted at
historic horse studs and it is noticeable how, for example,
open-air exhibitions of sculpture have been presented at
some of the most enterprising.
As is well-known, in addition to the Government-funded
organizations of English Heritage, Historic Scotland and
Cadw (a Welsh word which means 'to look after well', to
'exercise sound stewardship') we have two other extraordinary organizations which are private foundations though
governed by Acts of Parliament, the National Trust (founded
1895, now covering England, Wales and Northern Ireland)
and the National Trust for Scotland (founded 1931). The
National Trust now has over 3.8 million members (and
rising) and its huge resources, and the imaginative way in
which it is run, make it an extraordinarily powerful force and
influence across the whole heritage world.
It owns or has a stake in several World Heritage Sites, while
the National Trust for Scotland owns and manages the
archipelago at the extreme north-west corner of Europe
called St Kilda, where I once spent a fortnight, an exceptional
experience. I mention it here because the National Trust
movement might be a natural ally for the European State
Studs Association (there are now National Trusts in more
than 60 countries world-wide), and also because so many of
the properties of the National Trust incorporate accommodation for the horse of exceptional architectural and historic
quality. I gave the example of one of the National Trust's
most recent and outstanding acquisitions, Seaton Delaval
(Abb. 3), in Northumberland, just north of Newcastle-uponTyne, and easily accessible to around half a million people.
Acquisition of this country house was strongly supported by
the local community, partly on the grounds that the central
block (burned out in 1822, but re-roofed) could become the
'village hall' for the surrounding villages. But it has many
other assets including a largely unaltered stable block of
around 1740 where the accommodation for the horse is of
almost unparalleled magnificence and completeness.
It is important to emphasize the idea of 'almost unparalleled
magnificence' because one only has to think of the stables
and studs of the great European noble and royal houses to
recognize that, by long tradition, mankind has sought to
honor the role of horses in our lives by providing them with
accommodation as fine and as noble as that provided for
ourselves.
A superb late 17th century example, where house and
stables seem to compete for our attention, is at Tredegar
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House, Newport, South Wales, taken over by the National
Trust with effect from 1 March 2012.
A glimpse of the importance of interpretation in the context
of international heritage legislation and good policy practice
is signaled in the following documents:
1) The Charleston Declaration of Heritage Interpretation,
debated and adopted at the 8th International Symposium of
US/ICOMOS held in Charleston in May 2005 declares that:
'The need for such a document has become clear in recent
years, as regional governments, municipalities, tourist
authorities, private firms, and international organizations
have become increasingly concerned with the importance of
communicating heritage values and information to the
general public, investing in expensive and technologically
advanced presentation systems as a spur to tourist development'.
2) The ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation & Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites (2008) states that: 'Interpretation represents every generation's vision of what is significant, what is important, and why material remains from the
past should be passed on to generations yet to come'.
It will be noticed that the dates of these two key documents
are relatively recent, 2005 and 2008, and that reflects the
fact that international recognition of the importance of good
interpretation – which must be well-researched, truthful,
objective, clear and evidence-based – is a relatively new
phenomenon. It is a field to which the Association of
European State Studs therefore has an opportunity to
contribute something meaningful – again I would say that
the new Lipikum museum at Lipica is a good example of that,
deploying a wide range of techniques with real panache, and
with not too much dependence on technology. It was
amazingly satisfying to turn a dial with one's finger so that,
gradually revealed, one came to have an understanding of
the daily regime of the mares and stallions at the stud. There
were artifacts and models, suitably well explained; and there
was even a very convincing model of a Lipizzaner horse on to
which one could climb and least get some kind of feel for
what it felt like to be astride such a large and noble animal
(Abb. 4).
I gave also examples of recent good interpretation seen at
heritage sites in various European countries. I had been
particularly impressed by the new interpretation panels, welldesigned and well-located, at the various ancient sites of
Sicily which I had previously seen in 2008 when there was a
previous generation of interpretation panels. The new ones
are not only much more attractive but they make much
better use of visual images, including archive photographs
and older engravings of how the temples and other
monuments were perceived in the 17th to the early 19th
centuries. Moreover they are in four different languages
(Italian, Spanish, English, German) reflecting not only the
likely nationality of many visitors but giving, through the use
of different languages, the possibility that many visitors will
be able to understand what is being said, and not only those
who speak or read Italian. A minimum of two languages
16

Abb. 4: The skeleton of a Lippizan shows the structure of the horse in the
museum, the Lipikum, opened July 2011. Photo: Burman

Abb. 5: Bolsover Castle, Nottinghamshire – Great Riding House of 1634
lends itself to contemporary use for weddings. Photo: Burman
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should be the recognized international standard.
South of Burgos I had recently visited one of only six Visigothic churches which survive in Spain where our pleasure in
the visit to a remote and beautiful place in the landscape
was greatly enhanced by the first-person interpretation
offered by the custodian of the place, who not only gave us
an insight into the history of the place and the meanings
behind the rich carvings (which we would otherwise certainly
not have understood) but, on learning that we were from
Scotland, he seized his guitar and entertained us with some
Scottish folk songs!
At Lipica we also experienced how important music is to the
total experience of a historic place, and the way in which –
and there are countless ways – a visitor can feel welcome
and acknowledged.
Moreover, effective heritage interpretation contributes
hugely to the realization of each of the five Strategic Objectives (also known as "the 5 Cs") set out in the World
Heritage Convention's Operational Guidelines:
1. Strengthen the Credibility of the World Heritage List.
2. Ensure the effective Conservation of World Heritage
Properties.
3. Promote the development of effective Capacity Building in
States Parties. I would suggest that education of heritage
professionals is above all based on their strong motivation
and awareness – which it would be impossible to provide if
the importance of a World Heritage Site (or any heritage
site) is not properly communicated.
4. Increase public awareness, involvement and support for
World Heritage through Communication. I suggest that
interpretation is the very essence and tool of effective
communication.
5. Enhance the role of Communities in the implementation of
the World Heritage Convention.

capes and craftsmanship which we associate with the
horse. These included the reconstructed Roman stable at
Numentia, near Soria, Spain, which – modest though it is –
may remind us how ancient Roman culture lies just below
the surface in so many European countries and that the
ancient Romans had an intimate and far-reaching
relationship with the horse through transport, warfare, and
at the most domestic level. I showed also the example of
Bolsover Castle (Abb. 5), Nottinghamshire, a property
managed by English Heritage. A large part of its cultural
significance is linked to the early 17th century Great Riding
House, Stables, and the skills of Manège practiced by the 1st
Duke of Newcastle, all of which are very clearly explained in
the interpretation. There is even the possibility to sit on a
saddle which is a facsimile of one made for the 1st Duke of
Newcastle, who was known as one of the most accomplished and fastidious horsemen of his day, at a European

Abb. 6: Welbeck Abbey Estate, Nottinghamshire - Great Riding House of
1879 one of the architectural achievements of time, but it would be
wonderful to bring back the horse. Photo: Burman

The ICOMOS Charter for the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites (and here we should note that
this refers not only to World Heritage Sites but to Cultural
Heritage Sites in general) incorporates seven principles of
interpretation:
Principle 1: Access and Understanding
Principle 2: Information Sources
Principle 3: Attention to Setting and Context
Principle 4: Preservation of Authenticity
Principle 5: Planning for Sustainability
Principle 6: Concern for Inclusiveness
Principle 7: Importance of Research, Training and Evaluation
It would be an excellent proposition for a seminar which
could be organized by the Association of European State
Studs to work out in some detail what these seven principles
might mean in practice in relation to historic horse studs
and to horse heritage in general.
Finally, I gave some further examples of heritage relating to
the horse and to horsemanship, and to the designed lands-

level, and the author of a notable book on horsemanship
which was published first in French and then in English.
Admirably, English Heritage allows the Great Riding House to
be used for weddings and other suitable ceremonies and
events, thus giving it a role in the contemporary life of the
local community.
Another project for the Association of European State Studs
might be to seek out and promote research into some of the
historic personalities whose work and example still lie behind
the practice of fine horsemanship in Europe and beyond. The
1st Duke of Newcastle would surely be one of these, and
another would be his collateral descendant the 5th Duke of
Portland whose spectacular Great Riding House of 1879 on
the Welbeck Abbey Estate (Abb. 6), Nottinghamshire, is one
of the great architectural achievements of the late 19th
century but virtually unknown except to a few specialists as
it lies at the heart of a great private and exceptionally wellmanaged and well-presented estate. Currently it is used by a
publishing company which values its vast spaces for storage
and other purposes. But one day it would be exiting and
meaningful to – bring back the horse!
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These figures can be precise because entry tickets are issued, and

1

charges made for various parts of the building, at Canterbury the charge
being made for the Precincts as a whole. See Country Life, Vol. CCV No
46, 16 November 2011, p.66.
2

For example, one of the yards originally designed for the estate fire

engines and the horses and men who worked the fire engines, and then
later for the accommodation of motor cars, has been beautifully and
stylishly converted into a School for Artisan Food focusing on cheesemaking, charcouterie and baking.
3

Kate Clark, Capturing the Public Value of Heritage, Proceedings of the

London Conference, January 2006, published by English Heritage.

Abb. 7: Detail of the memorial to SIR BRIGGS, d.1874, the faithful charger
who carried his master through the battles of the 1850s Crimean War
but came home to Tredegar House, Gwent, Wales. Photo: Burman

There is other magnificent accommodation for the horse on
the estate, some of it superbly converted for other purposes,
but much – including the great Stable Yard – not.
It would be an admirable location for a horse heritage
conference.
There is a vast literature inspired by the role of horses in art,
whether ancient or modern, but my own research interest
focuses on the commemoration of much-loved horses, or
horses which played a historic role in various contexts, including notable battles. I showed one such example, the horse
buried in a position of great honor in the walled garden of
Tredegar House (7) which had borne its owner faithfully
during several of the most important battles of the Crimean
War of the 1850s, and was able to be brought back to die
peacefully at Tredegar in 1879. As Kate Clark has pointed
out, the value of heritage may be 'aesthetic, social, scientific
or historical … or it may hold memories for us as individuals
or as communities' . The relationship between horses and
human beings is a notable example of this and yet, up until
now, it is a topic which has been little pursued.
In conclusion, I would suggest that the field of enquiry,
research, consultation and collaboration which is suggested
by the relatively new phrase 'horse heritage' is wide open for
us to explore. It has countless aspects to it which relate to
both tangible heritage (buildings, landscapes, artifacts) and
intangible heritage (skills, craftsmanship, the relationship
between mankind and horses, notable personalities and
events throughout history), and I look forward to contributing
18
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The Horse and its Heritage
The Contribution of the French Ministry of
Culture to the Protection and Promotion of the
Heritage relating to Horses
Pascal Liévaux, Head of the Research and
Scientific Policy Pilot department at the General
Direction for Heritage, French Ministry of Culture

The aim of this paper is to present the broad outlines of an
action programme undertaken by the French Ministry of
Culture concerning the heritage relating to horses, a
programme in which the other leading partner is the French
institute of the horse and riding (Institut français du cheval et
de l´équitation).
The heritage directorate (Direction générale des patrimoines) at the French Ministry of Culture, which is the initiator
of this programme, is the most important of three directorates within the Ministry. It encompasses different services
such as the national archives, the museums directorate and
other departments dealing with archaeology, historic
monuments and architecture. At the beginning of the year
2011, this directorate, anxious to draw attention to the
French heritage relating to horses, launched an operation,
due to last several years, entitled "Le cheval et ses patrimoines", the Horse and its Heritage. This programme is run by
the research department for which Pascal Liévaux is
responsible, in collaboration with the archives service, under
the direction of Pascal Even. Several different factors explain
why this theme of the horse-related heritage has been
chosen as one of the ministry´s priorities.
Over the past twenty years, various scholarly publications
have demonstrated the importance of research undertaken
in France on this theme, particularly at the instigation of
Daniel Roche, Professor at the Collège de France, who has
offered a new reading of French national history using the
horse as an analytical point of view. Jean-Pierre Digard, who
is a research director at the national research agency
(CNRS), has examined and compared horse-based civilisations in Europe and elsewhere. All such authors insist on the
vital role played by the horse in our civilisation and our
society, at least up to the First World War. The rich history
of the horse in France dates back to the domestication of
this noble animal. It is a history which touches on all aspects
of human activity: warfare, politics, hunting, leisure, artistic
representation, commerce, agriculture, industry… But this
aspect of history is little understood and little appreciated by
the general public. The invention of the internal combustion
engine and of motor transport represented a radical
change, and the uses of the horse today are mostly limited
to the realms of sport and leisure. Such uses, for a long time
the privilege of a wealthy elite, have now been democratised
(and feminised) and the interest of the French population for

equestrian practices is growing steadily. There is also a new
conscience in France, the country par excellence of the
horse that this animal still has a contribution to make. With
an eye to sustainable development, several cities in France
have adopted or are experimenting with horses, harnessed
anew for transport purposes, for the maintenance order or
for other urban service tasks.
The institution of the national "haras", the stud farms, inherited from the Ancien Régime and subsequently reinforced by
republican regimes, is at the centre of this history and
present-day issues. The recent reorganisation of these
national stud farms has raised the question of their considerable natural and cultural heritage. This heritage includes
archives, buildings (stud farms, stations for remounts),
objects (books, saddler, horse-drawn vehicles) and works of
art (paintings and other works), along with the intangible
heritage of savoir-faire and memory. The uncertainties as to
the future of this heritage have raised obvious questions as
to its preservation. Solicited by the national stud farms and
in collaboration with their directors and staff, the Ministry of
Culture has begun to address this question, whilst seeking to
enlarge the enquiry to encompass the heritage of the horse
as a whole.

Collection of historic carriages at Saint-Lô. Photo: Lotz

A remarkable effort to collect and preserve the archival
heritage of these stud farms has been undertaken at the
instigation of the direction of the French national archives
and in collaboration with the network of archive depots in
each department. At the same time a guide to the sources
pertaining to the history of the horse (Guide des sources de
l´histoire du cheval) has been published under the direction
of Nicole de Blomac. The question now is to conceive and
undertake actions, which will aim to identify, study, conserve
and interpret all the different forms of heritage associated
with the horse.
Another decisive factor in this new awareness of the importance of the equine heritage is the recent inscription of "La
tradition équestre française", the French equestrian tradition, on UNESCO´s representative list of the intangible
cultural heritage of humanity. This dossier, which was put
forward in August 2010 for an inscription during the
autumn of 2011, was prepared jointly by the Ministry of
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Culture in collaboration with the Cadre Noir of Saumur,
France´s prestigious national riding school, now a partner
within the French institute of the Horse, alongside the stud
farms.
This dossier takes into consideration all the practices and
savoir-faire (dressage techniques, saddler, farriery), the
vocabulary, the rituals and the empirical knowledge of horsemanship (the horse´s behaviour, its reactions to the rider´s
indications and gestures) associated with this French tradition. It identifies the characteristics of this heritage in terms
of the legacy of continuous practice over more than five
centuries. This French tradition of horsemanship is based on
a doctrine, which is itself the result of the reflections of
several generations of riders, the basic principles of which
express the quest for a harmonious relationship between
the rider and his horse, more than a mere technique, an
education or an art. It is what is known as "lightness", based
on the discretion of the rider´s gestures and the absence of
force or constraint. It underlines exchanges and dialogue
between the rider and the animal and this is perhaps its
modernity. The UNESCO initiative is considered in an openended way and one of its ambitions is to reinforce exchanges
with other riding schools, particularly in Europe. It also aims
to encourage scientific research on horses and riding and to
guarantee the transmission of the French tradition.
Fully conscious of the rich contents of the present-day issues
associated with the horse, the Ministry of Culture and
Communication has sought to enlarge the reflection to
encompass all tangible and intangible heritage produced by
the history of the horse. Under the aegis of a scientific
committee of 32 members including heritage professionals,
other professionals from the realm of horsemanship,
curators, academics and riders, and chaired by the
Professor Daniel Roche, several specific projects have been
set up. An opening colloquium entitled "Le cheval et ses patrimoines", the horse and its heritage, was held from 15 to 17
June 2011 at the department archives of the Corrèze
department and at the Pompadour stud farm. Its aim was to
give some suggestion of the diversity and richness of this
realm of the heritage in the sectors of archaeology (several
archaeological excavations have unearthed remains of
horses and their harnesses), archives, museums (after

Horse grooming at Le Pin. Photo: Boiselle
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women, horses are unquestionably one of the main sources
of inspiration for artists), architecture (country or city
stables in farms and chateaux, private stables, industrial
stables, stud farms, covered arenas, hippodromes…),
moveable objects (harnesses, horse-drawn vehicles),
practices and know-how (farriery, professional and sporting
horsemanship…). The proceedings of his colloquium will be
published early next year in the on-line electronic review of
the Heritage Directorate entitled In Situ, hoping to reach as
broad a readership as possible both in the sphere of
heritage professionals and the public at large.
Considering the newsworthy nature of this UNESCO candidature for the French equestrian tradition, a second colloquium is to be organised this year from 7 to 9 December at
Saumur, devoted to the heritage of French riding. This colloquium is being conducted by the French institute of the
horse and riding, in collaboration with the local authorities,
the City of Saumur and the Maineet-Loire department. It will
take place in the amphitheatre of the national riding school.
The programme of this colloquium hopes to underline the
importance of the tangible and intangible heritage (including
the natural heritage of breeding) generated by professional
riding practices, whether these are academic, military or for
sports.
Other conferences are already planned for 2012 and 2013.
In the autumn of 2012, for example, in cooperation with the
national heritage institute (Institut national du patrimoine)
which trains future heritage curators, a conference is
planned especially devoted to the question of collections
which constitute the horse-related heritage, whether these
be archaeological collections, archive collections or museum
collections. The questions asked will concern the history of
these collections, their locations, their state of conservation,
their study and their availability to researchers and the
public. In the spring of 2013 another colloquium, to be held
at the research centre of the Château of Versailles, will
address the question of the representation of the horse in
art, from prehistoric times to the present day.
Finally, in 2014, a major national exhibition is planned (at a
venue yet to be chosen) in order to present the results of all
these initiatives and to allow the public to discover the

National Stud Rosières-aux-Salines. Photo: Lotz
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Six Percheron stallions in hand at Le Pin. Photo: IFCE

history of the horse in France, by means of the objects and
works associated with it.
At the same time, various research projects will be launched
in 2012 on specific themes defined by the scientific
committee: an inventory and study of post houses and
coaching inns, of covered arenas and of hippodromes…
These inventory studies will further our understanding of
such places in order to underpin the heritage policies of the
Ministry of Culture. This base of knowledge will be useful, for
example, in order to undertake a re-evaluation of the
buildings and sites protected under the terms of historic
monuments legislation, and to better appreciate the works
and objects held in museums. The sharing of knowledge
about this heritage will involve its digitalisation and on-line
accessibility.
The scientific committee aims at setting up a dedicated
internet portal on the horse. Two operations undertaken in
parallel with the Ministry´s initiatives will help in the creation
of this portal. First of all the French institute for horses and
riding will develop the documentation and resource centre at
Saumur which holds old and rare publications on the theme,
precious archival documents and also photographic and
audio-visual records. This centre has recently undertaken a
programme of digitalisation of its holdings, in collaboration
with the chateau-museum of Saumur, which also has a
collection of old publications. With financial help from the
Ministry, these digitalised records will be available on the site
of the institute.
In the context of its own digitalisation programmes, the
French national library (Bibliothèque nationale de France)
has also decided to focus special attention on this theme of
the horse-related heritage. It is planning to put on line the
fundamental texts (treatises) but also to identify other texts
concerning the history of the horse within collections to do
with natural science, military history, art history, the history

of France and French literature. Alongside published books,
articles from the press and from specialised periodicals will
also be digitalised, as well as collections of engravings and
photographs. A multitude of topics will thus be addressed:
breeding, stud farms, festivities and games, architecture,
the horse in daily life. The association of these two
programmes will provide the basis for the future portal on
the history of the horse, to which other partners will subsequently be able to add their specific documentary resources.
The portal will aim to make accessible all the digitalised
documents produced by different institutions and will give
them greater coherence and visibility. It will also provide links
to other international sites dedicated to the horse.
Finally, the Ministry has undertaken the production of a multimedia, multilingual publication for the general public, on the
horse in France and the heritage associated with it. This
publication will provide an interactive and user-friendly
approach to the subject, thanks to its extensive use of films
and fixed images.
On the basis of this programme, and in partnership with the
heritage community concerned by the horse, in particular
the French institute of the horse and riding, our main
partner, we hope to achieve the ambitious aims of this
project: to identify, study and interpret the important horserelated heritage in France, and to encourage new lines of
research and new approaches, and to promote a dynamic
heritage policy covering all the sectors of heritage (archaeology, archives, architecture, objects, museums, the intangible cultural heritage) and to make the general public more
aware of the interest of this heritage, bearing witness to the
history of the horse in our country. In a word, to understand
the heritage and to share this understanding in order to
transmit the heritage.
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Lipica on Karst
Nataša Kolenc, Lipica National Stud, Slovenia and
Davorin Gazvoda, Ljubljana University, Slovenia

The story of all Lipizzaner horses starts in Lipica, one of the
European State Studs with long and interesting history,
closely related with the history of Europe in the last 400
years. So where and what is Lipica today? What was its role
in the past?
Lipizzaners on the pasture in Lipica. Photo: T. Rodošek

Lipica is an estate located in the south-west part of Slovenia
on the Karst plateau. Very close to the Adriatic Sea, it represents a part of the Mediterranean world, with specific
climate, geology, flora and fauna, traditions etc., which all
contributed to the fact that the Austro-Hungarian
royal/imperial stud farm was first established here 430
years ago and not somewhere else on the Habsburg territories of the time.
The whole estate is 311 ha large. The buildings are concentrated in the center of the property and they are organized
in:
- The historical core of the stud farm,
- The touristic area with hotel, restaurants, sport facilities
and nowadays entrance facilities,
- The biggest part includes objects for breeding and
training horses (stables, riding halls, other farm facilities).

The biggest part of the estate represents open space,
characterized by large pastures shaded by old oak trees,
forming the typical Lipica cultural landscape. Part of it are
also avenues of trees, old Karst stone walls and different
water elements.
All these elements, including pastures, were man-made
through four and more centuries of Lipica's uninterrupted
function as place for breeding Lipizzaner horses. The fascinating thing is, that most of those elements are quite well
preserved, mostly still in use – forming the essential part of
Lipica's cultural landscape as we know it today.

Historical map of Lipica from 1817 showing pastures with typical pattern
of trees, avenues, water ponds, stone wall surrounding the kidney-shaped
Lipica estate in present time. Source: Ministry of Culture (INDOK)
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estate, buildings. Source: ZVKDS OE Nova Gorica
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Architectural heritage of Lipica
If we should point out one characteristic of Lipica's architecture, we should say, that none of its buildings is extraordinary
because of its form or artistic value. The extraordinary is the
fact, that the whole orchestra of buildings and surfaces was
built and preserved exclusively for horse breeding for almost
500 years. In some cases the buildings are still used today
for exactly the same purpose they have been built four centuries ago, such as "Velbanca", the vaulted stable built for Lipizzaner stallions, stables on "Borjaca", home of mares and
foals for more than 150 years, "Jubilee stable", Lipica's
manor house – a building even older than the royal stud,
former and future management center of the estate, etc.

Historical core of Lipica stud farm, 1779. Source: Spanish Riding School,

same lime tree gave the name to Lipica (Lipizza) and Lipizzaners. The Karst land was poor and stony. The lack of farming
land forced people to breed animals: sheep, goats and also
horses. They were called Karst horses, of gray or brown
colour.

At the end of the 16th century Archduke Charles II. decided
to buy Lipica estate and to organize a royal stud farm to
breed good horses for his needs. To improve breeding conditions Charles II. started the renovation of buildings and melioration works on the land.
He ordered to bring in soil, built protection walls, created
ponds, planted trees. He also ordered to buy 6 Spanish male
horses for his new stud.

Vienna

History of Lipica
To tell the complex history of Lipica estate in a simple way,
we created a series of illustrations made for children, which
can be certainly useful for adults, too. The official history of
the stud farm begins in 1580, when the Habsburg archduke
Charles II. bought Lipica estate from the Trieste bishop, to
increase breeding of good war horses, needed in the turbulent times of 16th century. But the story of Lipica estate
goes even deeper in the past.

In the next few centuries the stud farm was growing and
improving. The number of horses increased.
Every year the best young horses were taken to the imperial
court in Vienna and to the famous Spanish Riding School.
The departure of the 3-years old horses was marked with
planting groups of 3 trees along the way – forming one of
the avenues at Lipica.

Somewhere in the middle ages, in 14th or 13th century,
according to the historical documents, there was a popular
winery in the area of nowadays stud farm. It was called "Pri
Lipici" – meaning "small lime tree" in Slovene language. This
is how the place and later the horses got the name: the
23
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After good times, the bad times came. The Napoleonic
occupation (1797-1815) of the area caused Lipica lots of
damage due the neglect. The French owners didn't care
much about the horses. The situation was even worse
because of the earthquake in 1802. The horses had to flee
from Lipica for the first time.

After the French departure Lipica got back under the Vienna
court. Lipica celebrated its 300th birthday with new
buildings, bigger stables, a modern inside riding hall, new
fountains and other improvements to make horse breeding
and training even better.

Unfortunately the good times didn't last long. The development of Lipica was interrupted by World War I, Italian
occupation and World War II. In both wars the stud farm
was transformed in some kind of military camp. The horses
had to give their space to soldiers and flee again.
24

Luckily Lipizzan horses always found their way back to their
cradle. Despite only 11 returned to Lipica after World War
II, the people gradually managed to restore the former herd
with all classical lines of stallions and mares. Nowadays
Lipica as a whole is protected as a cultural monument –
including the herd of horses and the landscape. With its
symbolic value and touristic infrastructure the stud farm
represents one of the most important places in Slovenia and
is a potential as a generator of economic development of the
Karst region.
The transformation of Lipica's cultural landscape
The landscape of Lipica was adopted for the Lipica stud farm
and developed together with the growth of the farm. The
chosen location for the stud farm presented the best combination of various criteria that suited the demands of horse
breeding. The cultural landscape was later transformed
through further use following purposes of the stud farm. It
developed into a picturesque cultural landscape with high
value and is now officially protected as a cultural monument
of national importance for its cultural, scenic and productive
values. Considering its historical role and its geographical
position, one can say that Lipica is also a cultural landscape
of European importance.
The Lipica landscape was changing over time. During the
Illyrian Period the whole Karst area served as winter
pastures for cattle. Later, an intensive agricultural land-use
continued and forest was cut down in order to provide new
fields and grasslands. Because of low precipitation and
strong wind (burja) various erosion problems occurred.
For that reason a conducted forestation process started in
Karst before WW I and black pines (Pinus nigra) were
planted around the stud farm. In its best times the stud farm
directly and indirectly influenced the space in a wide range
even 30 km away from Lipica, where several estates were
partners of the stud farm in terms of hosting horses from
Lipica or simply providing hay for the stud farm. Circumstances changed again after WW II when the stud farm was
neglected for various political and economical reasons and a
natural process of forestation started.
Farmers who used to live on horse breeding turned into
industrial workers, moved to cities, many farms were
abandoned and the landscape changed dramatically again.
If in the past, the stud farm itself was a green forested area
in the middle of "empty" grassland (pastures and meadows);
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it happened that during the last forty years the farm itself
became an "empty" space in the middle of forest. Other
changes also happened caused by tourism: new hotels and
a golf course were built inside the historical border of the
stud farm.
However, most interesting is the already mentioned change
of the surrounding space in last forty years which can be
clearly presented through a set of areal photos taken in
1957, 1971, 1997 and 2004:

comprising of a thirty kilometer radius, is presented through
activity and transport infrastructure development guidelines.
The second concept design provides the stud farm's
surrounding cultural landscape management guidelines that
reduce the forest and are bringing back grassland once so
typical for Lipica.

Illustration 1: Areal photo from 1957 (source: GURS)

Illustration 5: Possibilities of revitalization of cultural landscape around

Illustration 2: Areal photo from 1971 (source: GURS)

Lipica stud farm (source: Kozamernik 2006)

Illustration 3: Areal photo from 1997 (source: GURS)
Illustration 4: Areal photo from 2004 (source: GURS)

In order to revitalize the Karst cultural landscape the stud
farm must be seen again as a catalyst of agricultural
development in a combination with horse breeding in order
to revitalize the cultural landscape at least 10 km around
the stud farm, as Kozamernik (2006) explains in her diploma
thesis. She explores the possibilities of preserving and revitalizing the cultural Karst landscape through shaping the
future influential area of the Lipica stud farm.
By fulfilling the stud farm's spatial requirements, the concept
solutions can reduce detrimental activities produced by
unsuitable tourism activities available within the preservation
area. The presented basis of sustainable Karst tourism
development revolves around creating a broad tourist and
recreational region by moving inappropriate activities to less
sensitive parts of the region, thus allowing the preservation
of historic, cultural and architectural aspects of the stud
farm.
A solution provides alternative ways of expanding the cultural
landscape dominated by the stud farm, maintaining the
expression of its outstanding landscape. The design proposition for historically established stud farm's influential area,

References:
- Areal photos, Geodetska uprava Republike Slovenije 1957, 1971,
1997, 2004.
- Kozamernik, J.: Lipica Stud Farm as a Development Factor in Preserving and Managing the Karst Cultural Landscape. Biotechnical
Faculty, Department of Landscape Architecture, Ljubljana, 2006.
1
Illustrations by Ana Zavadlav for Lipica Stud farm
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Preserving a treasure
of classical style
– State Stud Redefin in
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern,
Germany
Antje Kerber

II. Present time
Having survived 199 partly extremely exciting years the
State Stud Redefin is about to celebrate its 200th anniversary next year. Since 1993 it is a public institution of the
federal state Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. In the past ten to
fifteen years it has achieved a variety of performances and
services that have not existed before.
The stallion keeping is still one of the objectives of the stud;
in addition, most of the stallions nowadays are presented at
shows and their performance is being tested. But with a
decreasing importance of horses in the modern society and

I. History
The small village Redefin has been inseparably linked with
the breeding of Mecklenburg horses since the beginning of
the 18th century. The stud farm has been in existence since
before 1715 and provided the royal stables of the ducal
palace of Schwerin with horses of high quality. Duke
Friedrich Franz I. of Mecklenburg-Schwerin founded and
constructed the stud farm 1812 - 1822 in order to improve
horse breeding in northern Germany. Typical for the era the
stud was built in classical style with a grand portal of the
indoor arena as main attraction and using white colour,
columns and symmetry as characteristics for the entire
ensemble.

Illustration of early plans for Redefin by Kern

an increasing number of private stallion keepers, this objective has lost some of its importance. Two other objectives
have gained importance in the daily work of our stud and will
do so even more in the future: education (of horses and
people) and cultural tourism.
Since 1929 a riding and carriage driving school is part of the
stud and its importance is constantly increasing. Between
75 and 80 clinics are offered every year, from the one-dayseminar up to the three-week-clinic. All classical horse sport
disciplines are offered, from beginners up to Grand Prix level.
The state stud supports and uses national and international
cooperation, i. e. with universities in Germany, England, and
the USA.
Furthermore breeding stallions find their "second profession" as teachers and school-horses within the clinics. The
stud's sales market and the stallions themselves are
improved when students fall in love with the horse they have
been riding for two or three weeks and buy them or choose
them to be there next horses sire. Through the riding and
carriage driving school highly qualified and motivated instructors are able to give their knowledge to the next generations.

Redefin classical style. Photo: Först
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The second of non-stud-typical activities are those
connected with the cultural tourism: After the political
change 1989/ 90 the yearly stallion parades in September
have helped to draw thousands of visitors to the state stud.
The beautiful ensemble of the stud with its reconstructed
stud park and the marvellous landscape around it attracts
many "non-horsy" people to come back regularly.
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Numerous cultural events are offered for this group of
visitors as there are international horse shows, music
concerts, literature readings, trade fairs, film and photo
shootings, and presentations and celebrations of all kind –
open for the public. The stud itself is open to the public,
guided tours are offered but not obligatory. We invite our
visitors to explore their stud on their own paths if they like.
Due to hygienic regulations the EU insemination station is
the only area closed to the public.
III. Future
The State Stud Redefin follows currently (2009-2015) a
development concept with 22 different construction works
incl. a new stable for school and guest horses with stallion
paddocks (an obligation due to a new rule by the German
national federation FN) and a new indoor arena.

Traditional random driving. Photo: Agnes Winn

Most of the subsidies though will be used for the redevelopment of old and protected buildings in order to get them
back into use as i. e. guest house, seminar centre, restaurant, and flats.
Within the redevelopment it is of the utmost importance to
find an agreement between heritage aspects on one side
and the necessity to use modern techniques on the other
side. All studs face a decreasing number of staff available as
labour costs are often the biggest item in a stud's budget.
Therefore the use of machines has to be made possible for
example by carefully redesigning doors or interior equipment. External event organizers who rent the stud for their
events often have high demands on techniques, electronic
installations and logistics that have to be covered.
Furthermore it is important to recognize that finding financial help in various regional, national, and European funds is
possible. It is a time consuming and unattractive job to be
done but it is worth the effort.
Networking and support by all possible (and impossible)
partners can be useful and has to be searched for actively
by the studs.
It is the education and the cultural tourism that will help
financing the survival and flourishing of the stud in the
future!

Horsepond and house of the veterinarian. Photo: Kroehnert

Redefin park. Photo: Först
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Slovenia's State Public
Service in the Context of
Preservation Legislation
on Movable and Intangible Cultural Heritage

-

D. Marjeta Mikuž , National Museum of Slovenia,
Office for Movable Cultural Heritage and
Museums

- the herd of Lippizaners is marked as an indigenous breed
with a brandmark and registration number; it is of exceptional importance and part of a listed complex that is under
a special regime of protection.

With the adoption of an act that came into force in 2008
Slovenia obtained a designated public service, defined by
regulations, for movable cultural heritage. The principal
objectives of this act are:
-

-

to clearly define state public service in the protection of
movable heritage and the ways the service is to be
carried out,
to establish a system of registered movable heritage that
will facilitate, once it is put in order, the heritage's use in
education, promotion, the tourist industry, and creative
industries,

Museum Lipikum display. Photo: Lotz
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and, last but not least, to strengthen the professional,
supporting and advising service (the Office for Movable
Cultural Heritage and Museums). The office submits
professional assessments to the Ministry of Culture that
are the basis for further administrative procedures.

The operation of the public institution Lipica Stud Farm is
regulated by a special act (The Lipica Stud Farm Act, Official
Gazette RS no, 107/2006); article 4 clearly defines the
scope for carrying out state public service:

Any protection regime would be pointless without the
established financial mechanism that provides funding from
the budget of the Republic of Slovenia and details the activities it finances. Among these activities are:
- the herd of Lippizaners, their housing and care, health,
schooling, dressage, etc.
With these measures the state has protected this unique
monument – one of the symbols of Slovenia – from degradation; it is also a symbol of survival on stony, infertile land,
marked by the burja winds.
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Lipizzaner life circle at Lipikum. Photo: Lotz

Similarly as the protection regime and funding of state
public service was established for the Lipica Stud Farm, a
regime was set up for the preservation of movable cultural
heritage – the protection of movable and living heritage in
museums. Slovenia has no less than 47 government
funded museums in which a system of protection has been
established for movable and living heritage.
Slovenia's museums are divided into national museums,
founded by the state, in which state public service is
carried out, and authorised museums, which have been
granted authorisation to carry out state public service. The
state public service determines the scope of operation in
museums as follows:
- the collection, preservation, documentation, study, and
exhibition of material, dissemination of knowledge about
the material, and material management.
At the end of 2009 the Ministry of Culture organised the
first call for applications for authorisation.
34 museums from across Slovenia were granted the
authorisation to carry out state public service. This
created the conditions for funding these museums and
their operation. The Office for Movable Heritage and
Museums carried out a survey of the work of all these
museums and submitted its assessments on them to the
Ministry of Culture. The office also elaborated an evalua-

tion of the conditions in these museums, as well as
standards and normatives for improving them and for
further professional development.
What was important in all these procedures was that
state public service was evaluated for the first time, that
the museums had to closely approximate standards of
operations and that they became equal discussion
partners with their founders – local communities or
municipalities.
The Office for Movable Heritage and Museums also
proposed to identify collections of national importance in
these museums in order to establish a basis for financing
state public service in them in the future.
The recession, affecting cultural institutions later than the
economy, is now showing its negative effects in Slovenia in
the funding of state public service in museums. This
requires much more efforts in preparing a basis for financing the performance of state public service that will
ensure funding to be fair and effective for both the
museums and funding bodies.
Providing sustainable funding to public institutions has
been put into question in all the member states of the EU.
For this reason, museums and other public institutions, like
for instance the Lipica Stud Farm, turn to international
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The horse in art at Museum Lipikum. Photo: Lotz

projects, projects that are part of the Norwegian Financial
Mechanism or part of cultural projects in the EU, where
they can obtain additional funding to improve their operation and achieve tangible results in a relatively short period
of time.
Such financial incentives have led to the opening of three
interesting museums in Slovenia in the past two years: the
Slovenian Alpine Museum in Mojstrana, the Museum of
Slovenian Film Actors in Divaca and the Lipikum, the Lipizzaner museum in Lipica.
The Lipikum Museum
In 2009 the Office for Movable Heritage and Museums
was given the assignment to set up a working group
responsible for the professional preparation of a museum
in Lipica.
The project's objective was defined in very practical terms.
The museum was to initiate a new mission for Lipica: how
to best approximate and present the operation of the stud
farm to the average visitor. The past way of presentation
was indeed flawed, the tour path was inconsistent, the
visitors wandered about, and they even had access to
sections exclusively reserved to the staff.
A group of experts, curators from different museums then
started to tackle the challenges: planning a tour path and
exhibition, and the lack of museum objects – the basics for
setting up a museum. The group of museum professionals
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soon got along well and various concepts for the exhibition
emerged, but the group was unanimous in one respect:
the museum had to tell the story of the Lippizaners.
After a competition was held for the design of the exhibition, the museum's concept closed in on the exhibition's
final appearance. Together with the exhibition's designer,
the curators prepared several stories, informing the visitor
on the following themes:
- The Lipizzaners
- Horses
- The bond between man and horse
- The Lipica Stud Farm
- The life cycle of a Lipizzaner
- Presentation of the Karst, the area where Lipica is situated.
The exhibition's designer, Sanja Jurca Avci, wrote:
"The Lipikum Museum has been set up as a museum of
experiences. The story of the Lipica Stud Farm and the
Lipizzaner is told by objects, but also by colours, projections, sounds, interactions, and even architectural
elements. The visitor discovers the story layer by layer and
joins it himself. The Lipikum is thus a new kind of museum
in Slovenia, because the exhibition does not leave the
visitors on the outside, but lets them join the story."
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To all the people engaged in preparing the exhibition, one
of the principal motives was to attract more visitors to
Lipica. The curators, each an expert in his/her own field –
not just in Slovenia, but also in the museum scene abroad
– and the renowned designer set up a simple and understandable exhibition. Visitors can view the exhibition on
their own or join a guided tour.
Together with the expert responsible for smooth operation
of the Norwegian Financial Mechanism, the curators and
designer prepared a fine exhibition. And since museums
measure their success by the numbers of satisfied visitors,
we can certainly say that the Lipikum has attracted quite a
considerable number of visitors from its opening to the
present day.
Opening of the Museum Lipikum in May 2011. Photo: Lipica Archive

The museum in Lipica was opened to the public in May
2011 and has already attracted numerous visitors. The
museum is indeed well adapted to small children, experts,
handicapped people, and to the statistical average visitor.
Its objective is an introductory presentation of Lipica –
what Lipica means to Slovenia; much attention is dedicated
to the horse as an animal species and most attention is
given to the Lipizzaners as a phenomenon of the area. The
history of the stud farm informs the visitors on its
studbooks and in the end, if they don't believe what the
Karst burja wind feels like, they are free to expose
themselves to it.
Why was such a museum set up in Lipica?
The word "museum" means something traditional, old and
dusty, out of touch with everyday life. The museum in Lipica
shows that it can be quite the opposite.
All the people engaged in the museum's story wanted to
present Lipica with something new, innovative, instructive,
and interesting. By preparing the museum we wanted to
turn a page in the operation of the entire pubic institution,
lay out a tour path, and make the whole place much more
interesting to the visitor.
A visitor coming to Lipica now first stops at the museum
and gathers information on everything he wants to know
about. This information is provided in an unobtrusive,
playful way and the visitor remembers it almost without
noticing. The museum, of course, also offers in-depth information to experts. This in-depth, more structured information is available with every theme, and the time line
takes the visitor to the occurrences in the wider environment in the same period.
During the preparations for the museum it became
obvious how important it is to identify, register, collect and
document, preserve, and protect the Slovene cultural
heritage, which the curators collected tirelessly from
private persons and museum institutions. They collected
the material, blended it into a story and put it on view in the
new museum.
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Classical training of
horses and riders at
traditional studs and
riding schools
Patrice Franchet d'Espèrey,
écuyer du Cadre noir de Saumur

To understand the very strong links that exist between the
European riding schools and the national studs, we need to look
at the foundations of the classical riding doctrine laid down in
the Italian Renaissance and handed down by the schools. This
is the issue that interests us today and that I will examine
through the example of France.
The classical doctrine
The foundations of the classical doctrine are clearly expressed
in a letter of 23rd May 1498 to the Marquis of Mantua from
Ferdinand of Aragon, king of Naples:
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ding, and given that the function of the hand is to guide the
shoulders, that of the legs is to guide the hind-quarters, the
distance between the shoulders and the hind-quarters, and
finally that these are opposing parts, I can answer that the art
of dressage is to enable the horse to operate with perfect
synchronization of the fore- and hind-quarters. But it is also true
that, once the horse has been schooled and understands all
the aids, we must ride without their aid – but that is the school
for Princes."
This text clearly shows that there was a well-established
academic riding style in Naples in 1498, which had two specific
objectives. First, to be able to ride a schooled horse without aids,
the forerunner of the "descente de main" (keeping the hands low)
described two centuries later by François de La Guérinière in
1733 in his book, École de Cavalerie, which became the
reference work for classical riding in Europe. Secondly, that this
manner of riding was a "school for Princes", by virtue of the fact
that a rider who can control a horse without touching it, and
hence without making his domination felt, is fit to govern men.
This form of government persisted up to 1914. It is hard to
imagine an equestrian statue of one of our presidents today!

"To answer your question about whether a well-schooled horse
should obey the leg as well as the hand, as if, without constant
action of the hand or leg, it is impossible to perform all the
operations decided by the rider; while, moreover, you have
observed horses advance without any apparent action of the
legs of the rider, and others that have been guided without the
aid of the legs. Thus, based on my knowledge and understan-

The "Grand Écuyer" of France
In France, it was thus within the king's entourage at court, and
more specifically in the king's stables, that classical riding
developed and was handed down. The person in charge of the
stables was one of the most important figures of the state, the
Grand Écuyer, a position created by Charles VII in 1441 and
which existed up to the fall of the Second Empire in 1870. He
was a peer of the realm and as such attended the sessions of
parliament. He always accompanied the king at war and when
travelling.

François Ier rides for war. Copyright Roger Viollet

François Ier rides for himself, without utility. Copyright Roger Viollet
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Portrait of François Robichon de La Guérinière,
Portrait pastel, Collection particulière, Author's photo

Map of La Grande Écurie de Versailles,1679,
by Jules Hardouin-Mansart. Paris, Archives Nationales

The "Maison des Pages"
He oversaw the "Maison des Pages" which was attached to the
Grande Écurie and where noblemen sent their young sons to
be trained in the military arts, and particularly in the art of
academic riding. The pages studied for three years, obtaining
the title of officer. This school was a continuation of the feudal
system of training young noblemen whereby a vassal sent his
son at the age of 11 to his overlord. There were up to 80 pages
in the school which finally closed in 1830 following the July
revolution which brought Louis-Philippe to the throne of France.
The "Grande Écurie", which was responsible for this school of
pages, was considered as an equestrian academy and trained
many renowned écuyers. In the 18th century, these included
Nestier, de Lubersac, and Pierre and François d'Abzac, who we
will discuss later in connection with the studs. But first, we will
return to the second half of the 16th century. Two écuyers of
the Grande Écurie founded the French classical riding school,
based on elements that they brought back from Italy where
they had studied with the famous Giambatista Pignatelli,
director of the Naples Academy.
The first was Salomon de La Broue (c.1530-1610) who wrote
the first treatise of French equitation, Des préceptes du cavalerice françois, published in 1593-1594. In this work, he states
an essential underlying principle: "making the horse do easy
things easily". At the end of the 19th century, this principle was
reformulated by General L'Hotte, head écuyer of the Cadre Noir

Piece of École de Cavalerie, Jacques Collombat, 1733, Author's photo
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in 1864, in his definition of "légèreté" (lightness), i.e. the perfect
obedience of the horse to the lightest touch of the rider's hand
and heels, whereby the rider brings into play only the force
needed for the intended movement (Questions équestres,
1906).
It was La Broue's work that served as technical and theoretical
reference for La Guérinière's treatise École de Cavalerie
(1733). La Guérinière thus transferred the skills and
knowledge laid down in the Renaissance to the culture of the
Age of Enlightenment, and it was this reformulation that
ensured its success, becoming the benchmark of classical
riding. He made this know-how accessible to all. La Guérinière
was a student of Antoine de Vendeuil, an écuyer of the Grande
Écurie during the reign of Louis XIV at Versailles where the
king's stables had moved in 1682.
The Royal Stud in the XVI. century
The Grand Écuyer of France was also in charge of the king's
stud. This is important, because as an excellent rider himself
he could carry out a policy of producing horses adapted to
the demands of classical riding. I will illustrate this with three
Grand Écuyers.
The first is Gouffier, Grand Écuyer de France of Henri II. His
chateau can still be seen near Saumur. This is the Chateau
d'Oiron, which housed the royal stallions on the ground floor
of a magnificent building. You can see here the façade and
an interior view of the stables, where one can still read the
brands of the stallions, telling us their origins. Some of
course were the king's own stock and we can see here the
brand of those of Henri II, while others were imported or
were gifts from foreign sovereigns. We can identify many
Italian breeds, and we know that the Napolitano was one of
the most sought-after horses for schooling. The gallery
above is also remarkable, containing frescoes depicting the
war of Troy, which was a mere pretext to show a large
number of horses whose standard of schooling is clear to
see.
The second was the Duc de Bellegarde, Grand Écuyer de
France of Henri IV. His reputation as a rider was such that
Antoine de Pluvinel, the second famous French student of
Pignatelli, gave him as an example to the young Louis XIII, for
whom he became riding master in 1615. His instruction
was recorded and published in 1623 under the title
Maneige royal, and in 1625 as Instruction du roi en l'exercice de monter à cheval.

Stamp of horses's Henri II, Author's photo

Stud of Château d'Oiron, Author photo

The third was the Prince de Lambesc, son of Charles de
Lorraine, also an outstanding rider, famous for his elegant
flexion of the heel, and who built a riding school at the Haras
du Pin (the stud was transferred from Saint-Léger to Le Pin
in 1715) where he came to try his stallions.
The Royal Stud after the XVI. century
It was during the reign of Henri IV that the royal stud became
well managed and that we know who its directors were.
Henri IV had a private stud at Saint-Léger near Versailles,
which was directed by the Count of Saint-Antoine, one of the
34

One of frescoes depicting the war of Troy, Château d'Oiron, Author's photo
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ding écuyers of the 18th century, together with La Guérinière. He rode in the most academic style, with very long
stirrups, shoulders back, the hands perfectly placed, as
shown in his portrait by Delarue in 1751, in which he is
riding a Spanish horse, Le Florido

Antoine de Pluvinel making a horse working around the "only pilar", Le
Maneige royal, Brunswig, Gottfridt Muller, 1626, Author's photo

most famous écuyers of the kingdom, and who was also a
student of Pignatelli. From 1591 to 1605 he was responsible for schooling young horses, which were then of famous
Barbary and Spanish stock. There were many captains of
the king's stud working at the Grande Ecurie. They included
Bournonville (riding master of the Dauphin, the future Louis
XIV), Alain de Garsault and Louis Cazeau de Nestier. The
latter, an écuyer of the Grande Écurie in 1727, was made
first Écuyer cavalcadour of Louis XV in 1734, and then
captain of the stud at the Haras du Pin in 1753. He was
famous for his riding skill and was one of the most outstan-

This picture has always been cited as giving the
clearest portrayal of the ideal position of an
academic écuyer (General L'Hotte, Mémoires
d'un officier de cavalerie, 1905). It was Nestier
who brought to the king's attention the
Limousin horse, which then replaced the
Spanish horse and which a century later was the origin of
the creation of the Anglo-Arab by Eugène Gayot (veterinary
surgeon, director of the Haras du Pin, the Haras de Pompadour, the general director of Studs, etc.), who first used this
name in 1845.
After the French Revolution
In 1814, the d'Abzac brothers were at the Manège de
Versailles, where they ensured the survival of classical riding
during the disastrous years following the Revolution and the
Empire. They were both made head Écuyers; the eldest,
Pierre-Marie, was director of the first school, and JeanFrançois of the second. The latter managed the studs at
Strasbourg and then Le Pin.
It is not possible here to go into the details of this period and
later. However, when the Manège de Versailles finally closed,

The Duc de Bellegarde, Grand écuyer de France of Henri IV, Author's photo
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Portrait of the vicomte d'Abzac, Comte d'Aure, Traité d'équitation illustré, J. Dumaine, 1854, Author's photo

a new page opened for riding with the creation of the Cavalry
School at Saumur in 1815 which became the only institution
responsible for preserving classical riding, in addition to its
military mission. Fortunately, the first écuyer, Jean-Baptiste
Cordier, had been trained during the revolution by former
grooms of the Manège de Versailles, Coupé and Gervais. It
is to him that we owe the introduction into the military
environment of the school jumps for which the Cadre Noir is
famous today.
Let us turn now to the Vicomte de Montigny (1814-1890).
He first came into contact with classical riding as a young
cavalry officer in the service of the Habsburgs when he
discovered the Lipizzaners at Bábolna and Vienna. For a time
36

he was the regiment's riding instructor but he does not
appear on the administrative list of écuyers of the Spanish
School. Nevertheless, he was taught the principles of La
Guérinière and those who claimed to be his followers, the
Weyrother's.
On his return to France in 1840, he became riding
instructor at the school of Le Pin created in 1841 (closed in
1852 and re-established in 1872) whose work has continued to evolve up to today. Montigny was nominated civil
écuyer at the Saumur cavalry school in 1853 when the
Comte d'Aure was head écuyer, the last civil écuyer to hold
the post. Both published their views about breeding, the
studs and stock improvement.
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Portrait of Jean-Baptiste Cordier montant Le Cerf. Saumur, École nationale d'équitation, photo Alain Laurioux, École Nationale d'Équitation

In this way, the écuyers of the Cadre Noir at Saumur, while
carrying out their mission of riding instruction for military
officers, have handed on the torch of classical riding
throughout the 20th century, many of them also practicing
at a personal level. Since 1919, they have been responsible
for preparing the Olympic teams.
The military Cadre Noir of Saumur was transferred to a new
civil national school in 1972 under the responsibility of the
Minister for Sport.

Today
Since its creation in 1972, the mission of the École National
d'Équitation has been to maintain and promote the French
riding tradition. Bringing together this school with the
national studs under the title of Institut français du cheval et
de l'équitation indicates the involvement and aim of the studs
to preserve and develop classical and sport riding. This can
be seen as a (provisional) conclusion.

Portrait of the Vicomte d'Aure jumping a ditch,

Croupade by an Écuyer du Cadre noir de Saumur, photo Alain Laurioux,

Painting by Ledieu, around 1835. Saumur, Château-Musée de Saumur

École Nationale d'Équitation
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Fourteen-in-hand in front of historic carriage. Photo: Gregor

Topol'cianky National Stud
– carriage driving in the
past and today
Michal Horný, Topol'cianky National Stud, Slovakia
The National Stud of Topol'cianky is the center for breeding
and cultivating horses in Slovakia. It was established in 1921
as State Stud of Czechoslovakia, one of the successor states
of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, which claimed and
received a certain part of the monarchy's cultural heritage in
form of Thoroughbred horses. The purpose of the stud was
to produce stallions of the Arabian, Lippizan, Nonius, English
Half-blood and Hucul breeds for the domestic market.
The stud was established in the riding school premises of

Topol’cianky Palace. Photo: Lotz
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the formerly Habsburg properties at Topol'cianky. The local
palace was used as summer residence of the monarchs and
after World War I served as residence of the Czechoslovakian Prime Ministers. Gradually other farms for breeding
were added – Breziny, Rybník, Krásny majer and Hostie.
The driving sport as an integral part of the performance
tests of Lipizzaners has a long tradition at the National Stud
Topol'cianky, since during the Austro-Hungarian period the
stud was responsible for breeding this classical breed for
the use as draft horses in front of a carriage.
Even if the official test of the Lipizzaner stallions happened in
the Spanish Riding School at Vienna, the dynamic, characterand performance-based qualities of the stallions and mares
had already been tested since 1922 at Topol'cianky.
Although there were no norms specified at that time, which
could have scored the system of the horse performance
tests, the employees of the stud were already evaluating
these qualities. This was documented in the valuable
notebooks of the stud, which started in 1921. Also the 80%
breed base of Topol'cianky, which was imported from Lipica,
were tested not only under the saddle but also in front of the
carriage. In the historic notebooks we find documentations
about the character of the horses, the movements, the
cadence and action as well as the reliability while driving.
Perhaps one could assume, that especially during this time
frame the base for the determination of breeding pairs was
developed, while using these documented characteristics,
which are so important for the further development in the
current driving sport.
Since the 1950s there is a testing system with pre-determined performance tests, which is initially testing the versatility of the horses, and subsequent individual tests, which
would determine the use of the individual horse in the sport.
This system has basically not changed since.
During the 1960s modern driving sport started at Topol'ci-
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anky due to the need to present the studs' Lipizzaners in the
driving sport of the former Czechoslovakia. On top of the
driving sport – not only at Topol'cianky, but in entire Czechoslovakia – were the studs' drivers Ján Mihók und Ján
Uhrecký.
These two stud drivers were very much involved in the selection of the horses, and the result of the legendary presentation of the 12 Lipizzaner mares in front of one carriage in the
year 1960 was the base for carriage driving. Afterwards,
these two drivers became more involved in pair and teamdriving. They represented the studs' driving sport during lots
of unofficial competitions in Prerov, Nitra, Kladruby,
Humburky ...
In the late 1970s official competitions with international
rules were organized, and the drivers from Topol'cianky were
significantly involved in their development. They were in the
lead of this sport and participated also in international
driving sport competitions in Hungary and Germany. Considering the situation at this time (with respect to equipment,
harnesses and carriages) they achieved remarkable results.
They were followed in the 1980s by a master of the sport:
František Hrúzik. His unlimited horse sport veracity (active in
combined riding events, horse racing, show jumping and
dressage) was building the base for his successful performance in the driving sport as well. His first big success was
the victory with a team of Lipizzaner mares in 1980 at Lipica
during its 400th anniversary and the beginning of the Lipizzaner breed. Furthermore, he was successful with this team
at the Hungarian events of Szilvásvárad and Apajuszte, and
at many other competitions of Eastern Europe.
The four-in-hand sport is not only very demanding for the
horses, it is also associated with a great deal of financial
efforts. For this reason the further development of this sport
slowed down in the second half of the 1990s and Topol'cianky started to focus on the pairs driving sport. Frantisek
Kunsky, the successor of Frantisak Hruzik, was involved in
pair competitions. An invaluable supporter during the preparation of the horses for František Kunsky was František
Hrúzik, who was supporting him with his immense
experience and gave him lots of guidance.
The results for this "pair" came almost immediately and
František Kunský became the Champion of the Czech
Republic in 1990. He achieved lots of important successes
on national and international level. He won four times the
Slovakian Championship (1990, 1994, 1995, 1997), participated in four World Championships (1993 in Gladstone,
USA, 1995 in Poznan, Poland, 2001 in Riesenbeck,
Germany and 2003 in Jardy, France). Due to this 4-time
participation in World Championships he was awarded the
Bronze Medal of Honor of the FEI.
Since 1995 the stud employee Pavol Gašpar is starting with
warm blood horses in the driving sport. Amongst his
greatest successes are the two Slovakian Championships (in
the years 1996 and 2001), the start at the Danube-AlpsPokal 2004 in Greven and at the World Championships in
2005, 2007 and 2009.
The current three-member-team of pair drivers is completed
by Miroslav Matuška, who is driving since 2004. With his
performances he demonstrated not only great talent but

also an immense perspective for the future. The versatility of
this driver can be seen via the participation of the World
Championships in singles (Rome 2006), in pairs (2005,
2007, 2009 and 2011) as well as for four-in-hand (2008 in
Beesd, Netherlands).
Due to the fact, that there are only very few driving competitions being available in the Slovakian Republic, the National
Stud has decided to organize competitions starting in 1990.
Since 2003 the National Stud organizes international
competitions.
Dressage and obstacle driving are held at the arena of the
educational center and the marathon course goes through
the great scenery around Topol'cianky. The marathon obstacles were first located at the studs' premises at Breziny. In
2002 the obstacles were moved to the local horse racing
course.

Historic Riding House of the former Habsburg Riding School
at Topol'cianky. Photo: Lotz

Important support with the obstacle design and construction came from Dr. Günzel Graf von Schulenburg, who was
the designer of the course of the four-in-hand World
Championship in 2002 at Wolfsburg. The main physical
craftsman during the erecting of the obstacles and also the
soul of the team was the Topol'cianky driver Pavol Gašpar.
Today, Lipizzaners from Topol'cianky are successful on
highest level of the international driving sport. World-famous
drivers, such as Zoltán and Vilmos Lazar, IJsbrand Chardon,
József Dobrovitz and lots of other top stars drive Lipizzaner
horses from Topol'cianky. Their successes stand for the
quality of horse breeding and education at the Slovakian
National Stud, which managed to give traditional carriage
driving a new purpose in sport.
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Horse breeding on
Bulgarian lands from
Thracian times to
nowadays
Georgi Maystorski, Regional Historical Museum
of Shumen, Bulgaria
2: Marble plate of the Thracian Heros, Madara, Bulgari a, 4th c. BC
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The horse is one of the most important animals in the
history of human societies over the past 6000 years.
Archaeological Science often falls on the evidences of
contact between a man and this beautiful and powerful
creature. Bulgarian lands kept many archaeological remains
of horses or their images, products of the ancient art. So
far, however they were not subject to further study in terms
of domestication, and purposive breeding . We hope that
this article will highlight some more the twilight, which
covered the topic of horse in ancient Europe.

Human society, however, gradually reached a high level of
social, cultural and technological development. Division of
labor and intensive agriculture were introduced. The
accumulation of food products rised exchange – an activity
that gradually extended towards more distant lands. Speed
was needed, which only an intelligent animal sensitive to
domestication could provide. So after the dog, sheep, goat,
cattle and pig, which became part of human life at the beginning of the "Neolithic Revolution", the horse came to mark
the "second wave" of animal domestication.

In a study Bulgarian osteologist Dr. Lazar Ninov summarizes
the data for the oldest finds of horse bones in Bulgaria.
Remains of equids were found in Bacho Kiro cave and other
archaeological sites from the Paleolithic time. This was the
era of warm and gracious environment in Southeast Europe,
that created conditions for widespread herbivorous animal
species, including the horse. It is different in the Neolithic
and Chalcolithic time, when evidence for the presence of
horses in the lifestyle and eating habits of people is almost
absent. This is a clear sign of the rarity of the horse in the
Balkan territories.

When did Balkan people start to ride? In the early twentieth
century in Varna lake, near a lake-dwelling, a 5500 years old
horse skull was found. The craniologic study shows its
genetic proximity to Polish tarpan and the horse
Ludogorsko. This fact provokes the idea for the initial steps
in combining artificial horse breeds.

1: Marble plate of the Thracian Heros, Madara, Bulgari a, 4th c. BC

3a: Dome paintings of the Thracian tomb near Kazanlak, Bulgaria, 4th c. BC

The end of the Chalcolithic era – this is the time when the
Balkan Peninsula invaded belligerent nations of the North
steppes, armed with the tools of solid bronze alloy. They have
overcome great distances and in the short historical period
of several centuries they swept the whole Balkan Peninsula.
Today scientists believe that this was possible only with using
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the horse and owners of this new culture were known as
Achaeans, Scythians and Thracians.
Real world wealth is evidence of the Thracian life, religion
and art. We can say without hesitation that central role
among these artifacts take the ones, which are related to
farming and daily use of the horse and its major role in traditional religious beliefs and religious practices of the
Thracians. The horse is the divine messenger – a symbol of
the sun, winner of the life force and fertilizer of the Earth's
womb. Among the king or the gods, the horse is the most
portrayed character in Thracian art. The horse is always
present in burial practice – ritually killed, often in expensive
harness or luxury decorated chariot, it was laid in the
mound, to follow his master in his eternal way.
The prevalence of votive plates with an image of a young
man astride a horse, marked the area of Thracian culture –
the Balkans, Asia Minor, Scythia and Dacia. This is the
Thracian hero – a nameless godman and defied rider (fig.1).
His image is often combined with figures of wild animals,
Chthonic guardians, snakes, and goddesses worldview
synthesizes a track for the mystical connection between the
heavenly and earthly forces. It illustrates the power of man
as master of earthly creatures and places, giving it a global
harmony. According to ancient legends, the Thracian
mystery includes copulation of the main priestess with a
young stallion as an act of reconciliation of man with a representative of the Creator of heaven, and from the other side
– puting the divine force in the fruitful womb of the Mother
Earth.
The special role of the horse in the culture of the Thracians,
who greatly impressed the first world historians, suggest
that the mere appearance of the Thracians as a nation took

place in indissoluble connection with domestication and living
with horses. An archaeological find, a stone slab with a text
dating back to the 14th century BC, amazes experts with
perfect knowledge of Thracians about the horse and the art
of its diet and exercise. This is the famous Stella of Kikuli ,
which is an instruction to the king's grooms of the main
grooming Kikuli for 214 daily regime of exercise and nutrition of horses (fig.2).
There are several basic principles in the training process of
the horse:
First principle: warm and gradually loading – gradual introduction of the horse from standby mode to load.
Second principle: cascade training – training in different
stages, gradually increasing in intensity and load.
Third principle: high interval intense training (HIIT) – a
modern approach to sports training operation aimed at
expanding the potential of the horse, his endurance in
charge mode and the ability to recover quickly.
Fourth principle: swimming – this principle is often
overlooked, but for the Hittite/Thracians workout unless it
ment overcoming the fear of the unnatural environment and
built confidence to the rider in terms of stress.
Nutrition:
First principle: food mixes – they are referred to not only
recipes for combining the feed, but the pace and determination of their acceptance by the horse.
Second principle: concentrated feed (including cooked ones)
– in case of heavy loads and strenuous exercise, this high
quality food contributes to faster recovery and utilization of
valuable components of the feed.
Third principle: alternating salty and sweet foods (sodiumpotassium pump). Today many people know this principle as
a particularly effective way to control metabolism at the

3b: Dome paintings of the Thracian tomb near Alexandrovo, Bulgaria, second half of 4th c. BC
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inscriptions that tell of great public affairs from 705 to
830 AD, but none of them said about the monument itself.
Perhaps the relief tells the legend of a young prince who
hunted with his favorite horse and dog and pursuited a
steppe-bull. In the struggle the bull was wounded but it
hurt severe the dog and after that swam through the
large river. The dog didn't abandon his master and swam
after the bull. Among the woods and meadows, the prince
finally defeated, but looking at the beautiful countryside he
realized that he actually found new land and stuck his
spear in it. The unique relief in the rocks of the Madara
national reserve is now a global symbol of Bulgaria, and
since 1979 it is a monument under UNESCO protection.

4: Rock relief of a Horseman, Madara, Bulgaria, early 7th c. AD

cellular level. But how should have known people in the era of
the Trojan War about it?
Which horse breeds have been bred by the ancient
Thracians and is it possible on the basis of preserved
objects and images of their art, to uncover this? According to the author Stefan Simeonov, the images of horses
of Thracian art show clear signs of the Ahaltekin breed.
An identification mark of the Ahaltekin horse is that even
at rest, his nose is low down. It has a strong neck which is
a clear remnant of the distant utilization vregnati be
something not too heavy (chariot?). The horse has a long,
well-developed back, its chest is not too muscular and
deep. The expense of having long legs and powerful and
expressive tail – a sign that it is an excellent runner and
jumper. Typically, the "face" has sharp features, protruding almond eyes, and straight or arc cobby nose
(fig.3a,b). Let's look at the horse-images of the royal
tombs near Kazanlak and Alexandrovo – do we really see
the above features? Perhaps this is not an exact replica
of the desert Asian from Ahal Tekke, but no doubt the
similarities are obvious.
The Thracians lived turbulent periods of cultural revival
and political crisis ever when they were under the
influence of Hellenism, the Roman and early Byzantine
Christian civilization. Gradually they lost their identity and
ancient traditions. During the 4th - 7th century the
Balkans were awashed with several powerful waves of
Gothic and then Slavic migrations – two people coming
from the Eurasian steppes. They both were good fighters,
but they were foreign to horse-raising. Soon at the south
of the Danube river appears a new horse-people who
came to change the status quo forever. These were
Bulgarians – an ancient people which history marks many
turns of life. The story of that memorable moment stands
even today, carved in the rocks of Madara – an ancient
cult center, near the first Bulgarian capital Pliska (fig.4).
25 m high in the cliff a skillful master crashed relief of a
horseman in a solemn way, who, accompanied by his dog,
lion pierce in triumph. Around the figure are carved
42

Long hikes in the steppes and harsh military and political
realities have become an indispensable weapon in the
horse for the Bulgarians. The horse is a vehicle, a faithful
companion and of course – a food source. In the Bulgarian army negligent attitude towards war horse was
punishable by death – evidence of the high rank of
selected and trained horses in this society and inseparable link between man and animal. It is not accidental
display of the most important battles in the Bulgarian
Middle Ages as a horse fighting. Especially popular are the
drawings of scenes with solemn horseman on blocks of

5: Drawings of scenes with solemn horsemen on stone blocks

Pliska and Preslav – both follow the official state
monument in Madara story of personal participation in
combat successes and triumphal processions (fig.5).
Royal riding in Veliki Preslav
Veliki Preslav was the second capital of Bulgaria – in the
years between 893 and 971 AD. It is associated with the
grandiose figure of King Simeon the Great – a highly
educated writer and scholar, a skillful diplomat and military
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6: The riding hall in Veliki Preslav, Bulgaria, 10th c. AD /plan

leader. He built the capital Preslav for 28 years, which,
according to contemporaries, was a worthy rival of Constantinople. Here, just south of the palace, archaeologists discovered a large water-supplied yard, closed by two buildings to
the east and north. To the east is the riding hall sized room
10 to 14 meters and the northern building has seven equal
spaces in the basement – horse boxes. The arena and
outdoor patio are accessed by two ramps – direct evidence
for the purpose of the complex (fig.6). The Byzantine writer
Pseudo Kodinnes talking about the Emperor in Constantinople explicitly mentioned that "... the emperor has seven
horses" – a fact undoubtedly connected with the ceremonial
palace, inspired entirely by the Bulgarian kings. During the
excavations of the large old centers many horseshoes, trim
harnesses, horse accessories and weapons destined for
disposal of the enemy's battle horses – arrows of painful
cuts, needles prick the feet and more – were found.
In the 14th century in the Balkans inexorably new conquerors come – the Ottoman Turks. The battle of the Bulgarians
created a huge wealth of folk epic, partially preserved until
today. Again, the main character along with the king and
soldiers, is the horse. Chants of the folk song "horse to
horse, my dear mother" – show the strength of the army in
the battle for freedom, exemplified by the majesty and power
of horses. During the Ottoman rule over Bulgaria horseriding was forbidden for Christians for five centuries. Thus,
the local breeds were irrevocably lost. But the fact is
reverence for the beautiful, smart and true animal even in
the cult of the most popular saints of the Bulgarians –
horsemen St. George, St. Mina and St. Demetrius and St.
Theodore.
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Saving the studs' written
heritage: the policy of the
French archives
Pascal Even, Head of the common service of
the French Ministries for Archives,
French Ministry of Culture

For the French archives the recent campaign to save the
stud's written heritage is exemplary because it permitted to
collect and save the archives, not only the old papers but
also recent archives of the French studs in few years. This
campaign was national and all studs were asked to transfer
their archives to the territorial services of archives.
Different reasons explain the decision of French archives but
the most important is the general reorganisation of all
French administrations by the government. And one of the
first administrations concerned by the reorganisation was
the stud administration, before the other central and territorial services.
Founding Document of the French Stud Administration, French
Archives XXth century, French Archives

Another and important reason was the interest of the stud's
archives for historic research. The French stud administration was and remains a prestigious institution, founded in the
18th century and reorganized by Napoleon I after the
French revolution. Then, the studs kept an independent
management and also had large spaces favourable for
keeping archives. Thus, no important transfer to public
services of archives was done. Since the beginning of the
last century, the archivists were trying to save these
archives and collected a few of them but the stud's administration wanted to keep the archives.
The value of stud's archives for historical research
conducted the French archives to print a guide of the
archives relating to the history of horses in 1993. This guide

was essentially devoted to the central archives, the papers
of the royal administration before the Revolution, the papers
of the central administration and ministries of the XIX
century but not to the territorial studs. The guide mentioned
only three transfers of archives of territorial studs. In fact,
the publication of the guide is very important because it
permitted to the great public and also for many archivists to
discover these archives.
The third and main reason of the success of the campaign
is the decision of the stud administration and employees and
of the archives to save a heritage and a memory in danger.
The reorganisation of the stud administration and the
suppression of many studs were considered as a true
disaster. So they wanted to save their memory – not only the
buildings, but also the archives, the printed books, the old
carriages, the furniture and other objects.
The first meetings between the stud administration and the
archivists took place in 2005, when the bicentenary of the
new foundation of studs by Napoleon I was commemorated.
Then, the stud administration decided to have an inventory
of its heritage before the restructuration. This inventory had
two purposes: to save the heritage of the studs and if
possible to valorise it based on an economic plan. The
managers of the stud administration asked the Ministry of
Culture to help them to realise this inventory and therefore
contacted the Archives of France.

Farm of Les Monts at Pompadour National Stud at the beginning of the
XXth century , French Archives
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publications, colloquia and study days, such as the colloquium which took place in April 2011 in Tulle. To make the
written heritage of the French studs more accessible,
several archives have put finding aids and documents on line.
"L'aventure continue" as the French say: the French Archives
want to engage a new campaign to save the archives of
horse racing societies, which produced private archives, but
most of them lost their old papers.

Historic Image of Saint-Lô National Stud, French Archives

But if it is possible to valorise the buildings, it is more difficult
and impossible to sell them because in France public
archives belong to the state property and cannot be
alienated. It was also difficult for the stud administration to
promote the archives. Under these conditions they
preferred to transfer them to the public archives' service
where the good conditions of treatment and communication
could be assured.
Thus, a great meeting took place with all stud managers to
explain how the transfer of the archives could be realised.
The stud administration wanted to have confirmation that
the property of their archives was not transferred to
another administration and that it will be possible to show
the main pieces of the archives in the stud's premises. The
work of the archivists was to produce an inventory and to
communicate the archives.
A working group was created with archivists and stud
employees to elaborate an official instruction as usual in the
French administration system. This instruction or "tableau
de gestion" determinates for all paper produced by the
concerned administration the date of elimination or conservation of each piece. This instruction issued in the beginning
of 2007 helped archivists and stud employees to prepare
the transfer of the archives from the studs to the public
archives services.
After the publication of the instruction, all archivists
concerned organised the material transfer to their services
and began the redaction of inventories. Five years later, two
kilometres of archives have been transferred to the public
archives. The work of the archivists provides new information on the variety and on the historical interest of the studs'
archives for military history, economic studies, the rules and
organisation of studs, the identification of horses and horse
breeding, relationships with horse owners, with racecourse
organizers and equestrian sports. To identify horses the
genealogical books of the studbook commission are very
precious.
If we can be proud of the results of the campaign, the archivists must enhance the studs' archives by exhibitions and
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Herd. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Preservation
of biodiversity in the
horse sector
Stefan Rieder, Swiss National Stud Avenches

Following Darwin's Year, the scientist we owe i.a. the
concept of variation within and between species, the United
Nations declared 2010 to be the International Year of Biodiversity. According to FAO's Commission on Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture, approximately 786
horse breeds and 162 ass breeds are registered with DADIS (FAO, 2007a & b). Altogether 113.5 million domestic
equids – including also hybrids between horses and asses –
are counted within FAO's statistical data bases for the year
2009. For a huge part of those breeds the risk status is not
known so far. It is interestingly to note that European
countries host in fact a huge number of different breeds
(about 50% of horse; 30% of ass) but only about 6% of the
total number of living domestic equids. Driving forces such
as markets and demands, increasing numbers of transboundary breeds, coming along with a globalization of major
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equine sports, and finally changing environments in a broad
sense (e.g. the role of equids in agriculture and transport)
may act as negative stimuli on domestic equid diversity.
Furthermore, when considering also the status of the wild
relatives, we can observe that all of them, except the plain
zebra, suffer from decreasing populations and from habitats
at risk (IUCN, 2002). Thus, policies and actions are needed
to keep the rich heritage with its impact on rural livelihood
for future generations. The preservation of biodiversity does
not equal the preservation of breeds only (Hasler et al.,
2011 – monitoring of relationship and inbreeding, hereditary diseases, etc.), but it includes e.g. maintenance of landscapes, craftsmanship, local products, tourism, and in the

Horses and sheep. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
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case of equids traditions of horsemanship (Gandini & Villa,
2003). Public bodies, such as the European State Studs and
their partner organizations, may play key roles as guardians
of heritage, but also as centers of competence and
knowledge transfer, and as research platforms for all disciplines of science involved in the equine sector. All this with
the final goal to help maintaining a place for the horse in
modern societies of the 21st century.
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The filiation study, a
compound but essential
process for living heritage
Nicole de Blomac, Researcher
at the High School for Social Sciences, France
Translation by Laurence Cornaille, Institut
français du cheval et de l'équitation, France
After the Second World War and the occupation, it was so
urgent in our country to rebuild and to modernize our
agriculture that a National Agronomic Institute (INRA) was
created and this organism was quickly concerned by various
alimentary processing industries and particularly by the
improvement of cattle and also horse breeds.
In 1961, in the same objective, the important animal genetic
department of Jouy in Josas, near Paris, was created and
managed first by Jacques Poly and, afterwards, by Bertrand
Vissac. Moreover, the Studies and Research Center on
Economy and Organization of Animal Industries (CEREOPA)
appeared in 1969 at the National Agricultural School (INA),
managed by Professor Julien Coleou. Every year since1975,
this center organized a special day dedicated to equine
research, animated by Eammnuel Rossier and regularly
published in the Equ'Idée magazine.

Importance of genetic research
As genetic was part of international scientific research, the
famous Parisian "Pasteur Institute" had in 1950 a new
laboratory dedicated to what is called hemotypes or blood
genetic markers, precursors of our actual DNA. First
managed by Professor Dujaric de la Rivière and therefore by
the biologist and Nobel Price Winner Jacques Monod in
1971, this laboratory, in which outstanding polish geneticist
were working, quickly had a special equine genetic department thanks to subsidies brought by the Enhancing Society
for French Horse Breeds Improvement.
In 1975, this laboratory decided that equine research
became part of the INRA Institute and was then managed by
François Grosclaude.
Of course, the French National Studs Administration, owner
of the various stallions distributed all over our territory in
different national places, was all the more very interested in
those researches because this administration was commissioned to deal, for each new foal, with all the identification
and the registration process regarding the different horse
breeds stud books recognized in France (blood horses or
draught horses). As before the war, equestrian sports were
rather well developed and as the riding demands was diversifying a lot around riding schools, new leisure or competitive
horse riding, the French administration had to write a lot of
official texts regarding its different horse breeds.
By the way, two texts gave birth to a new breed called French
Riding Horse (Selle Français), first the 20th June 1963
decree, which created a Stud Book commission, secondly,
the 14th January 1965 order which created this new stud
book for French Riding Horse Breeds. Its first section (called
French Stud Book) registered the Arabian and Anglo
Arabian horses while the second section (called French
Riding Horse Stud Book), registered those born and bred in
France.

Herd of mares at Pompadour. Photo: Boiselle

It was necessary to recall, even briefly, those structures and
those texts because they are essential to understand the
initiative sequence and the new organisms which are going
to contribute to the genetic and sporting value improvement
of each of our horses.
As I was a horse breeder in Limousin, very near from the
Pompadour National Stud, I had the opportunity to contribute to this evolution, particularly regarding the Arabian and
Anglo Arabian breeds. That is why I will speak mostly about
the influence of the genetic search on these breeds while, at
the same time, other breeders worked on the becoming of
other French breeds.
Pompadour, an initiatives focus

Anglo Arab Stallion. Photo: Boiselle
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In our administrative landscape, the French National Stud of
Pompadour was an exception because it was composed of
stables for the stallions but also of some properties where
some precious and very old blood lines of Arab and Anglo
Arab mares and sires were bred as well as an important
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tion – than by its sportive efficiency. This explained why most
of them mistrusted our French Arabian horses, whose
descendants were very successful in horse racing and
sporting competitions.
Aware of the WAHO importance, the French National Studs
Administration, represented by its new general manager
Henri Blanc, subscribed to this new organization. He sent a
French breeders' delegation to Seville and was present
himself in Malmö, Sweden, in 1974 with Pierre Pechdo and
numerous others breeders. In 1976 for the San Francisco
meeting, as the international Arabian horse was now defined
as "a subject registered in a recognizable stud book", Henri
Blanc decided to entrust me with the task of defending the
French Stud Book so that, just after, a WAHO investigation
commission came to Pompadour. Thanks to the precious
work done by Pierre Pechdo in relation with the genetic
research, our Arab Stud Book was very soon internationally
recognized.
Some outstanding researchers

Booklet. Private collection of Nicole de Blomac

cattle Limousin herd.
This structure, called since 1946 "Domaine de Pompadour"
was managed by Pierre Pechdo, a brilliant agronomist
trained in the INA and in the National Stud Riding School, and
who became later on the national stud manager at Pompadour. As Pierre Pechdo had insisted to let at disposal of
INRA and the Pasteur Institute's researchers both the cattle
herd and the horses of Pompadour, this place became a
privileged area for research during the 60-80's, in breed
purity as well as in sportive value.
Various elements strongly contributed to this as the
creation of the new International Arabian Organization
named the World Arabian Horse Organization (WAHO),
created in England and officially in May 1972 in Spain. As
this new organism wished to manage all the activities regarding this breed and particularly its various and different stud
books, the future of our French Arab breed was largely
concerned by it.
The fact is that, at the end of the War, various exchanges
between the Middle East, Maghreb, Europe countries and
United States of America had given a strong development to
this horse breed. But at the same time, the main part of
these foreign breeders were more concerned by the wellknown legendary Arab beauty – so useful in show competi-

As I very often met them in Paris or in Limousin, I must say
that the French breeders owe the importance given to the
horse genetic research to three exceptional women, Luba
Podliachouk, researcher in the Pasteur Institute, Marie
Kaminski, researcher in the CNRS as well as Helene
Urbanska-Nicolas, who, from 1971 to 1981, have written a
lot of important texts (around 15) on the subject as well as
the very useful book, The Horse Filiation Test (Le contrôle de
filiation chez le cheval), written by Podliachouk and Kaminski
and published in 1977 by the CEREOPA. Actually, they have
explained those very new scientific words in a short text well
entitled "notes about the efficiency of the blood genetic
markers for the filiation control and horses identification"
based on Arabian, Anglo Arabian and Thoroughbred
analysis. Their other texts talked about different aspects of
their research like population analysis in the Arabians
horses in France, Poland and Morocco or also genetic
studies of 552 different stallions of our five French breeds
and seven Pony breeds owned either by the French State or
by particular breeders.
They allowed us to understand why and how blood genetic
markers could enhance our breeding knowledge and help us
to make the difference between the breeds and the horse
populations "either with the genetic profile composed of the
allelic frequencies or of the genetic structure known by the
hemotype analysis".
For us, breeders or national stud agents, this was a little
revolution because, in a text titled "Importance of blood
groups for the determination of the origin and for the identification of horses", published in 1973 in an international
review, Luba Podliachouk had very well explained that "in
France, the identification of horses is principally done by
description of the phanerotype of the animal" and that "the
genetic transmission of characteristics is very complex, a
method based on physical resemblance cannot be considered reliable. Descriptions are often subjective and their
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accuracy depends on experience.
Thanks to progress in the field of animal immunogenetics
our knowledge of blood groups permits the use of simple
characteristics which are determined genetically". She
added that this new way of identification was essential to the
filiation knowledge because "blood groups and serum groups
of individuals are, therefore, genetically determined and
remain unalterable for life".
Of course, our traditional descriptive identification – colour,
size and natural marks – went on for the horse property
acts but the hemotype became an official tool to register a
horse in a stud book as shown by four ministerial orders
published in the Official Diary of the 24th of August 1976
and completed by three other ones the 22nd of January.
Furthermore, as those three researchers had convinced
some Arabian and Anglo Arabian breeders to send them
blood extracts of their horses, they reached to publish in
1981 an important article, titled "Genetic Structures of
Arabians Horses in France. Blood Electrophoretic Variants"
(Structures génétiques des chevaux Arabes en France.
Variants électrophorétiques sanguins) which helped a lot to
understand the Arabians origins heterogeneousness.
The SIRE and results indexes
In the same time, all the identification elements relative to
French horses and ponies registered for breeding, races or
sport competitions were naturally centralized at Pompadour. Thanks to the "Horse Institute", managed by Michel
Jussiaux, with the help of Xavier Guibert, it permitted to set
up an important first database in which the new genetic
indexes were included from 1982 on.
Then, the SIRE was born, first called "identification system
registering equines", which in 1995 became the very
successful" information system relative to "equidae", which
is nowadays the national and European file server for all the
members of horse industry. This fantastic data processing
tool covers every horse in France during its whole life and
offers breeders best opportunities for the selection of their
mares and sires.
Based on this selection by the genetic identification, a young
researcher from INRA called Bertrand Langlois, began in
1971 to work on sport horse performance indexes, particularly for show jumping. It allowed him to publish in 1973 the
first report on his works titled "horse quantitative characteristics, genetic aspects". With all the knowledge about its
different abilities like tensile stress, gallop and trot speed,
jumping ability, disposition, gaits quality and considering also
the draught horse extinction, the sport and competition
horse expansion and the leisure and rustic horse development, it was rather easy for him to conclude that the genetic
research kept a very open field for horses.
In fact, Bertrand Langlois had precious selection elements,
thanks to the large quantity of information found in the
reports published every year by our different racing societies
or by the SHF, the Hippic French Society, a very ancient
organization for young horse competitions, newly registered
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by the French Ministry for Agriculture decree of April 15th
1976, and now in charge of the selection for any sport
horse breed.
With all the more interest, I personally followed Langlois'
works because I had also tested from the same documents
the sport success of Arabian and Anglo Arabian mares and
sires, published in the Eperon Review in April 1971. Furthermore, I have tried also to establish the whole sport descendants of an Arabian mare, imported by the national stud of
Pompadour in 1833, and this was necessary to complete
my personal contribution to the book published in 1978 with
Denis Bogros and titled "Arabian, The First Blood Horse"
(L'Arabe, premier cheval de sang).
Thanks to his very precise work and to the SIRE, Bertrand
Langlois gave us in 1976 the first performance indexes in
show jumping (called ISO) and published the first ranking
based on descendants for French stallions. This analysis was
just followed by the creation of the yearly indexes called
BLUPS (best linear unbiased predictors) which permits to
estimate the quality of each of our mares or sires. Langlois'
works, completed by those of MM. Legault, Martin-Rosset
and Palmer, regarding equine research and development,
had incontestably actualized the French research modernity
and its new tools.
Heritage of living and cultural patrimony
To conclude, I would like to say that in those past years and
their following ones, the abundance and the agreement of all
those national or international works and researches on our
horse breeds have considerably influenced their evolution,
particularly regarding their sport success and value. But,
those works were also essential for a best knowledge of the
living and cultural patrimony represented by each of our
horses, even if this new heritage consciousness had a very
long way to go before being presented here today.

Mare and foal at Pompadour. Photo: Boiselle
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Weil-Marbach:
Living History
Betty Finke, Journalist
Alexandra Lotz, Head of the European State Studs
Association's office

With more than 500 years of history the Principal and
Federal Stud of Marbach is the oldest German State Stud
and one of the oldest horse breeding institutions of Europe.
The earliest written record of its existence dates back to
1514. Founded by the Dukes of Württemberg to produce
horses for the court and to improve the local horse quality,
Marbach today is an important center for breeding, training
and equestrian events, which attracts 500.000 visitors per
year. The stud is located in the south west of Germany on
the highlands of the Swabian Alb where it is part of the
UNESCO biosphere reserve. As the Slovenian National Stud
Lipica, Marbach is based in a Karst region, which proved to
provide perfect conditions to produce strong and healthy
horses. The stud features a rich architectural heritage and
diverse cultural landscapes which have been shaped by
centuries of horse breeding.

to the 13th century. On the attached satellite farm Hau colt
foals are reared. The stud premises at Sankt Johann are
home to the Black Forest Coldblood stallions, which ensure
the survival of this endangered breed. The satellite farms
Fohlenhof and Schafhaus are other rearing stations for the
stud's offspring and for private pension foals. Also, retired
horses can spend their last years here in the care of
Marbach staff. The Fohlenhof facility is located directly at the
northern precipices of the Swabian Alb. The so called Fohlensteige (foal path) leads down to another satellite farm Güterstein, which evolved from the farm of a monastery. As the
convent at Offenhausen, the monastery at Güterstein was

Stud museum in the former convent church at Offenhausen. Photo: Boiselle

Marbach from south, Photo Kube

Roughly 1000 hectares of land serve as feed basis for more
than 500 horses which live at three stud yards with different
satellite farms. The premises at Marbach are located in the
valley of the river Lauter in direct neighbourhood to
Grafeneck castle, with which they used to be closely
connected. With the stud administration, the training center
and the two mare herds they are the stud's core. The stud
yard at Offenhausen was set up after secularisation within
the walls of the former Dominican convent Maria Gnadenzell
at the Lauter origin. The facility which used to house a mulestud for long time today accommodates the insemination
center with Marbach's top stallions. A stud museum was
established in the former church of the convent dating back

dissolved during the 16th century and only a small chapel
bears witness to the sacred site. Picturesque waterfalls and
the remains of historic installations to pump water up to the
Sankt Johann facilities are additional points of interest here.
All parts of Marbach are registered as cultural monuments
including the buildings, wells, bridges, alleys, fences and open
spaces of the cultural landscape, having been shaped by
generations of horse breeding.
Marbach is a place of living history, not only due to its unique
architectural heritage and its cultural landscapes. With the
Black Forest Coldbloodand the Altwürttemberger horse the
stud preserves endangered breeds, which can be regarded
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lity of the Arabian horse. These qualities could be decisive
factors to succeed in military actions or simply to survive in
situations of emergency. Moreover, Arabian stallions
seemed to be ideally suited to produce strong and beautiful
carriage horses with the local mares of heavy warmblood
type. Therefore, in 1817 William I. founded the Royal Studs
at Scharnhausen, Kleinhohenheim and Weil. Consultants
were sent to the Orient to purchase only the best stallions
and mares. The king's favorite horse Bairactar became one
of the founding sires. When William I. died in 1864 the Pure
Bred Arabians of his stud farms were considered to be the
best ones of Europe. His successors continued breeding, but
after the social changes following World War I the conditions degraded and the herd diminished. In 1932 the remaining 17 horses, the stallion Jasir, nine mares, three colts
and four filly foals, moved from the formerly Royal Stud Weil
to Marbach. Since then the state stud maintains the heritage
of the Württemberg kings with about 20 brood mares and 5
to 6 sires according to the last will of William I..

It was King William I. who ruled Württemberg from 1816 to
1846, after Napoleon I. had declared it to be a kingdom, who
started breeding Arabian horses. He took part in the Napoleonic campaign to Russia where he learned about the
endurance, the intelligence, the character and the adaptabi-

Marbach, or rather its predecessor Weil is a foundation of
Arabian breeding not just in Germany, it strongly influenced
early Arabian breeding particularly in Eastern Europe. Its sire
line of Bairactar DB (1814) and the dam line of Murana I DB
(1808) are the oldest recorded Arabian horse families in
continued existence. Despite the addition of new bloodlines
in the 1950s, the old Weil lines have continued to the
present day. Dominant sires such as Amurath (1829) and
Jasir (1925, the first Egyptian import in the 20th century),
and the Egyptians Hadban Enzahi (1952) and Gharib (1965)
helped to shape a breeding programme both unique and
recognisable. Marbach's heyday was in the 1970s and
1980s, when horses bred here were exported all across the
world and the farm with its famous "silver herd" became the
focus of pilgrimage by Arabian lovers of all nations. Today,
Marbach Arabians and their offspring are seen in show
rings and competing successfully in endurance riding. The
highly trained stallion Dschehim, descending from Weil's
oldest bloodlines, has become one of the stud's ambassadors giving dressage displays at shows and events throughout the country. Even if more modern bloodlines have been

Then: Arabian stallion at Weil in the 19th century

Now: Marbach's Dschehim, from Weil bloodlines. Photo: B. Finke

King William I. on Bairactar (Painting in the possession of the Family of
Wuerttemberg)

as living heritage. They represent two types of working
horses as they were common in forestry, agriculture and as
carriage horses until World War II and beyond. Annually,
thirty to forty foals are born in the Warmblood and in the
Arabian brood mare herds. The "Weil-Marbach" Arabians
are considered to be the true treasure of the stud. Despite
the climatic differences to their desert origin they are very
well adapted to the rough conditions of the Swabian Alb,
where they live since almost 200 years.
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introduced into the gene pool during the last few years, it is
not so much the horses that have changed, but the trends.
Fashions come and go, the values embodied by WeilMarbach remain.

THE FAMILY OF MURANA I (WEIL)
The family of Murana (Weil)
Branch of Jatta
The family of Murana I (1808) is the oldest Arabian dam line
in the world that can be traced back from today to the
desert. Its most important branch comes through Jatta
(Jasir x Soldateska), foaled at Marbach in 1933. Four of her
daughters were used for breeding. Jatta was not a modern
show type, but the best kind of broodmare and one of the
most influential mares in the history of the breed. Her daughters Hajar and Sahmet have tail-female descendants at
Marbach today. The branch of another daughter, Hathor,
was lost; but this blood has now returned through the
stallion Amurath Muntahi.
Jatta, Photo: U. Guttmann

Jatta's last daughter Sahmet 1957 (by Hadban Enzahi) was
a special treasure, and so is her family. This branch was
close to being lost, because for many years Sahmet only
produced colts. Finally, aged 19, she produced her first and
only daughter Sandara. Sandara and her several daughters

Sahmet, Photo: U. Guttmann

Souha, Photo: B. Finke

Dinarsad, Photo: U. Guttmann
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were able to establish the family on a broader basis. There
are now 7 mares of this family among the 22 broodmares.
The premium mare Souha 1995 (Nami x Sadana) is an
unmistakable member of the Sahmet family and very much
like her great granddam – not just in appearance, but also in
that almost all her foals until now have been colts. During the
last few years, she has won several prizes at shows.
Branch of Dinarsad
Dinarsad 1928 (Dynamit x Doris) was among the mares

Nadja, Photo: U. Guttmann
Dschadaah, Photo: B. Finke

that came from Weil to Marbach in 1932. She founded the
second, much smaller branch of the Murana family found at
the stud today. It is at present represented by three broodmares and the stallion Dschehim.
Among Marbach's best mares in the 20th century was
Dinarsad's great-granddaughter Dschadaah (Hadban Enzahi
x Hamdi), who was named World Champion Mare at Paris in
1986. She joined the broodmare band together with her full

Dukna, Photo: B. Finke
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sisters Dagi and Dakhla. The branch is now very slim; there
is only one tail female descendant of Dschadaah and one of
Dagi in the herd today.
11-year-old Dukna (Serenity Habib x Dschihan) is Dschadaah's
only tail female descendant among the broodmares. She is a
typical daughter of Serenity Habib: not particularly pretty, but
with a good frame, plenty of movement, an excellent broodmare.
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The Dahman Shahwan family (Egypt)
Branch of Nadja
In 1955, the first Egyptian horses from El Zahraa came to
Marbach. Through the mare Nadja (Nazeer x Nefisa), a
straight Egyptian family was soon established within the
herd, and it is the second largest today with 7 mares. Like
Murana's, this family is now found everywhere in the world.
Nari 1992 (Motassem x Noha) was Nadja's granddaughter
and one of the most beautiful mares in the herd. It is often
forgotten that Marbach was among the first to use the
great sire Ansata Halim Shah. Nari's sire Motassem was his
son, and still has three daughters in the herd today.
Among the modern representatives of this family in the 6year-old Namije (NK Bolbol x Nari), a black pearl in the broodmare band. She is a daughter of the straight Egyptian
stallion NK Bolbol, who gave Marbach three daughters and
a son.

Nari, Photo: B. Finke

Branch of Moheba
The second Egyptian family was founded by the in utero
import Malacha 1955 (El Sareei x Moheba), one of the most
influential mares in Egyptian breeding worldwide. Marbach
established the branch of her 1969 daughter Mahari (by
Hadban Enzahi) through Mahari's daughters Messaouda
and Mustajidda (by Gharib). It is represented by 5 mares
today.
11-year-old Maaza (Serenity Habib x Maslama) shows an
undeniable family resemblance to her great-great-granddam
Malacha. She is the dam of the young stallion Musab, who
has already sired some very promising progeny and is the
sire of 5 of this year's foals.

Namije, Photo: B. Finke

Maaza, Photo: B. Finke

Malacha, Photo: B. Finke
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The silver herd is still here … Photo: B. Finke
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The horses of Lipica
– a cultural monument of
Slovenia
Jelka Pirkovic, Institute for the Protection of
Cultural Heritage of Slovenia

At the beginning it is worth noting that Lipica Stud has been
protected as a national monument since 1996. Lipica Stud
Act 1996 states that:
-

the Lipizzan breeding stock,
cultural landscape encompassing pastures, meadows,
groves of oak, tree-lined avenues and fences,
- architectural heritage,
- collection of art-works,
are the most prominent parts of Lipica estate as a cultural
monument of national importance.
During fifteen years after the statutory protection, a lot has
being achieved in Lipica at least in terms of regulating the
necessary foundations for more stable financing, clear
relationship between public service as the core activities of
Lipica Stud on one hand and tourism in Lipica as a market
activity on the other. I do not wish to go into analysing which
questions remained to be answered nor if public authorities
and the Lipica Stud management fulfilled all their tasks. I
want to concentrate solely on the question to which extend
is the heritage potential of Lipica already developed and in
which direction we need in my opinion to proceed.

Present day conservation issues can be described as
follows:
- breeding of Lipizzan horses as central activity is in practice
not closely connected to heritage issues.
- conservation efforts are concentrated mainly to cultural
landscape and to a degree to architectural heritage.
In other words, the issue of Lipica’s cultural landscape has
been addressed but not fully realised, the issue of architectural heritage is well established but dealt with in a classical
way as a question of renovation of built structures while the
issue of integrated conservation and promotion of Lipica still
needs to be addressed properly.
As far as landscape value of Lipica is concerned, the context
of European Landscape Convention (Florence 2000) needs
to be taken into consideration. The definition of landscape
lies at the core of the Florence Convention, namely:
"Landscape means an area, as perceived by people, whose
character is the result of the action and interaction of
natural and/or human factors."
In a condensed way the principles of the European Landscape Convention can be applied to the Lipica case as follows:
We can see that the Convention principles have been implemented to a certain degree – Lipica is protected by law, on
a formal level, the protection of Lipica is incorporated in
state spatial planning while the local community has not
fulfilled their task yet. In recent years, Lipica cooperates with
some protected sites in Slovenia, especially with the nearby
Škocjan Caves, a Unesco natural heritage site. As a part of
the supportive context, Lipica has being developing some
programmes for awareness-raising among the public. The

Classical riding at Lipica. Photo: Boiselle
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core actions needed for the integrated protection, management and development of Lipica’s cultural landscape are left
to be implemented in the future – the landscape character
needs to be analysed and its value assessed. This assessment would enable quality objectives for the management
and development of the landscape to be set and a balance
between development and protection achieved. Monitoring
of change is another urgent need, not to speak about the
promotion of education and training of staff and visitors.
Lipica heritage values as defined by the management plan
can be condensed in the following way:
- uniqueness of Lipica’s cultural landscape
- specific historical, aesthetical and ecological values
of landscape,
- historical value of individual monuments and
groups of buildings
- economic value of landscape for horse breeding
- educational value implemented mainly via the Lipikum
museum.

Lipizzaner herd. Photo: Boiselle

One of the major weaknesses of the management plan is
that it does not address the relationship between the
Lipizzan horse and its cultural landscape. As already stated
in the Lipica Stud Act, the management plan repeats the
elements that constitute Lipica as a cultural monument of
national importance with one significant exception – the
Lipizzan breeding stock are dealt with in separate chapter
entitled “Breeding and Riding“. The most important
questions on why the cultural landscape has developed in
the present form and how should it develop in future
remains unanswered. From historical visual sources it is
clear that the role and the appearance of the landscape
changed significantly and that the development cannot be
put at halt or even restored into a seemingly historical state.
Let me present my idea of what are the intangible values of
Lipizzans and Lipica that could overcome the dichotomy
between traditional perception of heritage values and the
more holistic view of Lipica as heritage site of national or
even European significance. At the core of my understanding
of the new heritage paradigm lays the symbolic value of the
Lipizzan as represented in the Slovene 20 cent Euro coin.
The choice of Slovenia to put the Lipizzan on the Euro coin
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was not a coincidence. The feeling of Slovene people about
Lipizzans was most powerfully expressed by the Slovene
20th century poet Edvard Kocbek who in his poem dedicated
to these beautiful creatures manifested their symbolic
nature:
Others have worshiped holy cows and dragons,
Millennial turtles and winged lions,
Unicorns, double-headed eagles and Phoenixes,
But we have chosen the most beautiful animal,
It has proven itself on battlefields and circuses,
It has conveyed princesses and the Golden Monstrance,
Therefore the Emperors from Vienna spoke
French with skilful diplomats,
Italian with beautiful actresses,
Spanish with the infinite God,
And German with uneducated servants,
But with horses they talked Slovene.
Remember, kid, how mysteriously
Nature and the History of the World are bound together,
And how different is the spring of spirit
In each of the nations on the Earth.
You know well that we are a land of contests and races.
You thus understand why the white horses
From Noah's ark found refuge on our pure soil,
Why have they become our holy animal?
Why have they stepped into the legend of history?
And why they stir up our future ?
They incessantly search for our promised land
And are becoming the enthusiastic saddle of our spirit.
Therefore, it is of crucial importance to build on the symbolic
meaning of Lipizzans and to devise actions and programmes
that promote Lipizzans and Lipica as intangible assets.
These actions should focus on:
-

identifying European dimension (values) of Lipizzans and
Lipica,
setting quality objectives for management, protection
and development of Lipica’s intangible assets,
fostering co-operation with other European state studs,
developing wide-reaching awareness-raising projects,
developing education and visibility programmes for
staff and visitors.

If we now apply the European Landscape Convention principles to Lipica and Lipizzans as intangible assets, we get a
modified scheme presented earlier:
European significance of Lipizzans and Lipica can be defined
as:
1. Contribution of Lipizzan horse breeding in terms of
its continuity and complexity to European culture.
2. A unique cultural landscape designed for horse
breeding and constantly evolving as a tangible
expression of European values.
3. Estate as an economic resource for horse breeding
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Lipica Stud Farm Act (Official Gazette of Republic of Slovenia, no 29/1996,

1

Amendment, no 79/2006)
2

European Landscape Convention, Article 1. Explanatory Report to the

Convention gives the following framework for understanding of the term
"landscape: "Landscape" is defined as a zone or area as perceived by local
people or visitors, whose visual features and character are the result of the
action of natural and/or cultural (that is, human) factors. This definition
reflects the idea that landscapes evolve through time, as a result of being
acted upon by natural forces and human beings. It also underlines that a
landscape forms a whole, whose natural and cultural components are
taken

together,

not

separately.

http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Reports/Html/176.htm.
3

The scheme of ELC principles is taken from the presentation of Henk Baas,

Cultural Landscape and Nature, How to Deal with Oneanother,
http://ehhf.english-heritage.org.uk/server/show/nav.21665.
4

http://www.lipica.org/si/files/default/PravnaSluzba/NU%202010-

2014.pdf (Slovene version only). It is true, that these values are not explicitly
stated but could be to a degree self-evident from the chapter dedicated to
the concept of protection and development in the field of cultural heritage
and nature conservation (Chapter 4.5, pp. 23-27).
5

Translated by Luka Lisjak, http://lisjakblog.blogspot.com/2006/01/but-

with-horses-they-talked-slovene.html

Lipizzan mare and foal. Photo: Lipica archives

and tourism benefiting local communities and
horse-loving Europeans.
4. Individual monuments and groups of buildings as a
historical setting for horse heritage.
5. Interpretation potential of the story Lipica and
Lipizzans for European citizens.
To conclude, I would like to make some additional remarks.
First of all, landscape protection has until now too much
focused on physical and ecological elements. It should be
more multifunctional, as a part of all-encompassing concept
of heritage values.
When we protect, manage and develop landscapes we
should always bear in mind that the landscape is a social
construct (it goes for Lipica landscape as well), and landscapes have been always evolving.
Lipizzan horses and people passionate about them need to
be in the centre of the Lipica heritage project.
Protection of Lipica and Lippizans has to reach beyond the
Lipica estate wall and encompass wider community expectations. The European Landscape Convention could be a
framework for shared action to promote Lipica's intangible
values.
And finally, I am convinced that we need to make the
heritage of European Studs a European and global concern.
The first step can be to put forward the nomination for the
European Heritage Label.
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The Swiss National Stud
Farm and the FranchesMontagnes horse:
a socio-cultural impact
Ruedi von Niederhäusern,
Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
Intro
The history of the Franches-Montagnes horse and that of
the Swiss National Stud Farm (SNSTF) have been closely
intertwined for over one hundred years. This article shows
how the Franches-Montagnes has developed from a draught
horse to a popular horse for leisure riding during the last
100 years with the support of the SNSTF.

Fig.1 Sire Bury Nonpareil 1896. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

History
The Franches-Montagnes horse is a native Swiss breed. The
birth place of this breed is found on the high plateaus of the
Franches-Montagnes situated in the north west of Switzerland. Today the Franches-Montagnes is most probably the
last light draught horse bred in Western Europe. The
current breed was created around 1850 by crossing locally
bred mares, of small size and modest appearance, with halfbred and draught horse stallions originating from England
and France (Fig. 1 to 2). Fig. 3 shows one of the first FMStallions.
Until the 1960s breeders have concentrated on two different types of breeding lines; on one hand the heavy type
being used in agriculture for hard tasks and on the other
hand a lighter type for pulling small and lighter carriages.
There were as well breeding experiments done with Arabian
horses (Fig.4 and 6) and Ardennois (Fig.5).
Fig.2 Sire Imprévu1886. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Then, as interest increased in favour of a pleasurable riding
and driving horse, the Franches-Montagnes was modernized
by introducing new blood from Swedish and French half-bred
stallions (Fig.7 and 8). The stud book has been closed for
outside blood since 1998, with pure-breeding being
practised successfully since then (Fig.9).
Breeding characteristics and breeding stock
Breed characteristics
The Franches-Montagnes stands between 150 and 160 cm
at the age of 3 years and weighs from
550 to 650 kg. Its excellent character, good shoulders and
quarters, short back, sound hooves and pleasant natural
paces are all aspects to be considered during selection.
Breeding Stock:
Selected active sires: 174
Active breeding mares: 3385
Registered active animals in stud-book: about 10'000
Population of the breed in Switzerland: about 20'000 horses
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Fig.3 Sire Vaillant 1891. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
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Fig.4 Shagya XX 1940_Photo Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Fig.7 Sire Aladin1964. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Fig.5 Sire Dandy 1947. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Fig.8 Sire Noé CH 1984. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Fig.6 Sire Doktryner 1950. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Fig.9 Sire Chambord 1997. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
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The Swiss Franches-Montagnes Horse Breeding Association is a body of 54 regional syndicates. Its aim is to encourage horse breeding in the country, to supervise FranchesMontagnes breeding in foreign countries, to promote the
breed and protect the interests of all concerned.
The Franches-Montagnes horse is primarily bred by farmers
in the pre-Alpine regions. Most breeders keep 1 - 2 breeding
mares. The Franches-Montagnes horse is developing into
an export success. Of around 1,000 three-year-old horses
which were examined, about 400 were exported, particularly to European countries (France, Germany, Belgium etc.).
Breeding in these countries is developing step by step, with
a few dozen foals from France and Belgium already being
listed in the mother breed registry today.
Biodiversity
Switzerland ratified the UN-Convention on Biological Diversity (Rio de Janeiro 1992). The Franches-Montagnes horse
is the last native Swiss breed. Due to the work of GlowatzkiMullis et al. (2005), it was possible to demonstrate the
genetic diversity of Franches-Montagnes horses on the
basis of microsatellites (Fig.10).
Uses
In the past the Franches-Montagnes only served as draft
horses. But these times are long gone. Nowadays horses
are hardly ever found pulling a plough in Switzerland. With
the boom of the leisure society at the end of the twentieth
century the Franches-Montagnes were given a second
chance as a leisure fellow. The Franches-Montagnes is a
quick developing, intelligent and active horse suitable for
riding and driving. It is still used, as in the past, for agricultural work in the hilly countryside and for military transport
on difficult terrain. With the boom of the leisure society at
the end of the twentieth century the Franches-Montagnes
were given a second chance as a leisure horse. Its docile
nature makes it ideal for all the family, for pleasure driving,
western riding or hippotherapy. The Swiss FranchesMontagnes Horse Breeding Association organises leisure
trails in a wide range of disciplines, available exclusively for

The Involvement of the Swiss National Stud Farm
The Swiss National Stud Farm has accompanied this
development intensively with research projects and services
for over 20 years. The conservation and promotion of the
last remaining Swiss horse breed are in the centre of its
activities. Today the most important breeding requirements
are:
- Inbreeding coefficient in a pure breeding system
- Hereditary deseases
- Increasing market opportunities and level of awareness
of this breed
- Conservation of this breed in peripheral regions
Services
In the last twenty years, projects of the SNSTF such as the
introduction of the station test for young stallions, the
development of a breed-specific behaviour test as well as
research into problems caused by inbreeding have had a
major impact on market conformity and the success of the
Franches-Montagnes on the market. The current research
projects are:
- Optimal Genetic Contribution: Tool for optimization of
the right crossing in regard with the relationship and
breeding values
- Genomic Breeding Value Evaluation and Selection
In the field of services the SNSTF is as well highly focused to
support the Franches-Montagnes breed:
- Breeding Stallions: 55 FM- breeding stallions at disposal on
30 stud places throughout Switzerland.
- Reproduction Centre: frozen semen archive with 180'000
straws (25% FM) since1960
- Showing: the Franches-Montagnes is presented in various
aspects, nationally and internationally, on high level
- Events: the infrastructure & manpower of the SNSF are at
disposal for breeding and marketing events

Fig.10 M.L. Glowatzki-Mullis, J. Muntwyler, W. Pfister, E. Marti, S. Rieder,

Fig.11 Franches-Montagnes in the field test (yellow point) and Franches-

P.A. Poncet, and C. Gaillard : Genetic diversity among horse populations

Montagnes exported (black point)

based on 50 microsatellites with special focus on the FranchesMontagnes breed
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Franches-Montagnes horses, which are proving very
popular. The Franches-Montagnes can be used for driving
sport at the highest international level.
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Impact
- Increasing the rearing rate, the number of certified
animals as well as the exports (Fig.11)
- maintaining the health of this breed through deeper
inbreeding coefficients
- higher added value for the producers
The factor of accident prevention has not to be underestimated. It is essential to reach a higher public health through
selection of the character.
The SNSTF stallions also fulfil another important sociocultural function. They demonstrate the breed's high level of
versatility at numerous horse shows in Switzerland and
abroad and help to bridge the gap between urban and rural
life.
Literature:
- Glowatzki-Mullis M.L, Muntwyler J, Pfister W, Marti E,
Rieder S, Poncet P.A, Gaillard C, 2005. Genetic diversity
among horse populations with a special focus on the
Franches-Montagnes breed. Animal genetics, Volume 37,
Issue 1, 33- 39
- H. Hasler, C. Flury, S. Menet, B. Haase, T. Leeb, H. Simianer,
P.A. Poncet, S. Rieder, 2011. Genetic diversity in an indigenous horse breed – implications for mating strategies and
the control of future inbreedin. Journal of Animal Breeding
and Genetics 128:5, 394-406
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Considerations on Ethics
and the Horse
Ethical input for ensuring better protection of
the dignity and well-being of horses

Introduction
The position of animals in society in general, and of horses in
particular has changed a lot in various countries during the
past decades. Today, horses are considered more and more
as creatures with a dignity, an intrinsic value and natural
needs which have to be respected in their own way. On the
other hand domesticated species such as horses are bred
and kept to fulfill needs of man in leisure and sport, or as
livestock. Various practices, widely accepted and common
among horse trainers, owners, keepers and users only
some years ago, are considered an abuse of, or even a
cruelty to horses today. What was once regarded as traditional knowledge and state of the art, might be nowadays an
unacceptable constraint, actively discussed in the media. By
the same token, today's society often displays a highly
complex attitude to the death of horses. While in some

circles the end of a horse's life is seen as the normal end of
a production cycle, others have great difficulty in saying
goodbye to a horse. This is particularly true if it is no longer
useful in the strict sense of the term, for example when it
can no longer be ridden.
Consequences of changing views and diverging opinions in
societies can be observed daily. They may vary from a
general denial of any progress and a denial of current laws,
to complete humanization of horses. Some persons may
complain about the loss of common sense, others declare
unreachable ideals. One can observe anthropocentric
behaviour at one end of the scale and, at the other, an excessive tendency to treat animals as if they were humans.
Changes in customs and moral standards can thus lead to
a serious dilemma. Knowing that legal provisions are not
necessarily moral and that they evolve in line with the evolution of society's moral standards, should one merely apply
the law in force on the grounds that what is not prohibited is
implicitly allowed? Or, on the contrary, should one look
beyond the issue of legality and ask oneself the ethical
question of how to adjust one's behaviour and what one
should or should not do in the interests of ensuring right or
preventing wrong, always remaining mindful of the consequences of the decision for all parties concerned, including
the horse? Is it worse to fail to do what one should than to
do what one should not?
Ethics are not a collection of moral principles designed to
achieve ideal and perfect harmony. They evolve with time and
vary according to the sensitivity of the milieu concerned.
However, it is a matter of the responsibility and honour of
each individual to challenge his or her own practices and to
decide, accordingly, whether they are right or wrong.
As the notion of ethics and the horse has taken on a high
significance in our society, the Observatory of the Swiss
Horse Industry has taken up the debate on the issue. Having
identified a need for information and communication, it
decided to set up an interdisciplinary working group called
"Ethics and the Horse" entrusted with the task of taking
stock of the situation with particular emphasis on the future
and of analysing the ethical issues at stake.
Recognising the intrinsic value of an animal means respecting it for its own sake.
Definitions

Recognising the intrinsic value of an animal means respecting it for its
own sake. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
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Ethics
Ethics are a practical and normative philosophical discipline
determining, in a structured system, how human beings
should behave in their interactions with each other and with
their environment. Among other things, this involves challenging existing values and rules.
The ethical approach thus consists of systematically investigating what one should do or how one should proceed in
order for things to be right and proper.
Well-being
An animal's well-being is guaranteed when:
1. it is kept and fed in such a way as to ensure that its bodily
functions and characteristics are not upset and that its
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adaptability to different situations is not over-taxed,
2. it is allowed to behave in accordance with the habits
inherent to its species, within the limits of its biological
adaptability,
3. it is clinically healthy,
4. it is spared pain, suffering, harm and fear.
The well-being of an animal is thus a state in which it is free
of negative sensations and protracted significant need.
The natural needs of a horse
The term "needs", when applied to a living being, denotes a
sensation or feeling. A "need" is the desire or wish to remedy
a perceived or actual deprivation. The term "necessity", on
the other hand, signifies a concrete and quantifiable amount
of something that is required by that living being to successfully develop, survive and reproduce.
Dignity
Animal protection legislation defines dignity as a value that is
intrinsic to an animal and which must be respected in all
interactions with it. An animal's dignity is violated if it is
subjected to a constraint that cannot be justified by overriding interests. The imposition of a constraint on an animal
may take the form of inflicting pain, suffering or harm on it,
subjecting it to fear or debasement, significantly interfering
with its appearance or abilities, or subjecting it to excessive
instrumentalisation.
All forms of constraint infringe upon an animal's dignity. If the
constraint can be justified by overriding interests, the dignity
of the animal is respected. If the constraint cannot be justified by overriding interests, on the other hand, the dignity of
the animal is violated.

Excessive instrumentalisation? Debasement?
Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

Intrinsic value of an animal
Recognition of an animal's intrinsic value means respecting
it for its own sake and for what it is, i.e. for the characteristics, needs and behaviour specific to its type. In acknowledging an animal's intrinsic value, we must respect it and give
it moral consideration, independently of our own feelings,
attitudes and personal experience.
An animal has its own intrinsic value irrespective of whether
it also has an instrumentalist value, a market value, a senti-

mental value or a hereditary value.
Constraint
- The exercise of physical or mental force on an animal in
order to achieve an advantage for man,
- The negative consequences of such behaviour for the
animal,
- The use of violence in order to force an animal to do
something against its will or to prevent it from doing what
it wants to do.
In more concrete terms, the imposition of a constraint signifies:
- The infliction of pain, suffering or harm,
- Subjection to fear,
- Debasement,
- Significant interference with an animal's appearance or
abilities,
- Excessive instrumentalisation.
The unjustified imposition of a constraint on an animal (injury,
pain, stress, restriction of liberty, violation of dignity, etc.) is
prohibited. An evaluation of the balance of interests is therefore required, whereby the constraint imposed on the animal
(type, degree of seriousness, irrevocability) is weighed
against the interests of the parties or entities concerned
(the human, the animal, the environment). If the weight of the
constraint imposed on the animal exceeds the weight of the
interests of the parties concerned, the constraint is abusive,
in other words the animal's dignity is violated.
Debasement
Debasement may take one of the following forms:
- Mechanisation of an animal, consideration of an animal as
nothing more than a machine;
- Subjection of an animal to ridicule;
- Portrayal of an animal as an inanimate object, objectification;
- Measures associated with a total loss of control.
Debasement may be linked to the treatment of an individual
animal or to an entire group, type or race. Certain practices
(e.g. a specific breeding goal) may affect both individuals and
groups.
The facts must be examined independently of whether or not
the animal is aware of the debasement. Debasement means
that animals are not seen for what they actually are.
Significant interference with an animal's appearance
We may speak of significant interference with an animal's
appearance when:
- the modification leads to a loss of function (thus also signifying significant interference with the animal's abilities),
- the action results in debasement of the animal,
- the sense of aesthetics is violated (e.g. the hairless dog),
- the action has long-lasting or permanent consequences
(docking of ears or tail).
Excessive instrumentalisation
Any measure which imposes a constraint and whose goal is
to transform the animal into nothing more than a tool to be
used by man, without taking account of its specific physical
and mental needs.
Every use of an animal comprises an element of instrumentalisation but this is not called into question here.
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Risk
Subjective perception of the probability that an individual
(human or animal) or a group (organisation, society) will
suffer varying degrees of harm as the result of a given
activity. Such harm may affect the interests of the group or
individual concerned on either a temporary or a permanent
basis. The harm may be of a physical, mental, social or financial nature or affect the environment of the group or individual.
Evaluating the potential risks is a vital stage of analysing an
ethical question when personal responsibility is at stake.
According to the probability of harm occurring and to its
degree of seriousness should it materialise, the risk may be
negligible, low, moderate, high or severe. A third variable

Shaving of the vibrissae. An example of significant interference with an
animal's abilities. Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches

involved is the subjective assessment of a risk linked to an
activity. This assessment may vary from one case to
another, according, for example, to whether or not the
consequences can be foreseen.
Threshold beyond which a risk is unacceptable
Since an animal (or a child, by the same analogy) cannot give
its consent to the taking of a risk in the framework of a
constraint, the threshold for the acceptability of a risk must
be determined according to:
- the advantage that can realistically be expected, taking
account of the anticipated risk of harm and its degree of
seriousness;
- whether or not it is possible to repair the damage if it
materialises;
- the degree of knowledge and perception that allows the
probability of occurrence to be evaluated (e.g. experience);
- the existence of a less harmful alternative to the activity
connected with the risk.
General ethical principles
Numerous situations merit a regular reassessment from
the ethical standpoint. The current state of knowledge allows
the following fundamental ethical principles to be defined:
1. Every human being in charge of looking after a horse must
assume responsibility for ensuring that it is kept and used in
a way that respects the needs that are characteristic of the
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species (e.g. feed, health, movement, social contact, occupation, subjective sense of security, well-being, dignity). The goal
is a harmonious relationship with the horse that is based on
mutual trust.
2. This responsibility also exists when it comes to evaluating
whether a horse that no longer serves a useful purpose can
be cured and, if not, deciding whether to deliver it from suffering and irreparable harm by slaughter or mercy killing. Such
a decision must be based on a serious evaluation of the age,
disease or injury of the animal and the means at the owner's
disposal. What happens to the body of the animal after its
death is a further aspect of this ethical responsibility.
3. This responsibility is assumed in particular through:
- the continual acquisition of knowledge about horses (e.g.
natural needs, health, behaviour, biomechanics, appropriate use, intrinsic value, sociocultural and pecuniary
value) and about society's requirements,
- the development of a sense of the dangers to which horses
may be exposed. This includes the ability to see things from
the horse's perspective without, however, attributing
human characteristics and feelings to it and in the awareness that humanisation is not an appropriate solution to
problems pertaining to the respect of an animal's dignity.
4. Ambition and financial interests, whether those of individuals or of equestrian sport organisations, must not be
afforded greater priority than the requirements of the
physical and mental health of the horse, its well-being and its
dignity.
5. These standards should be applied independently of the
race, age, gender and type of use of the horse.
6. The right use of a horse demands the constant respect of
its natural capacities, its physical and mental constitution
and the current state of its abilities, and excludes the use of
chemical substances such as drugs or inappropriate aids.
7. This approach requires individuals and associations to
adopt a respectful, self-critical, honest and courageous form
of conduct when it comes to interactions between individuals, between association members and officials, and
between humans and horses.
8. Human beings, especially those who work with horses,
must take into account that their relationship with the horse
has a historical basis and is therefore prone to evolve,
improve and mature over time.

Continuous acquisition of knowledge.
Photo: Swiss National Stud Farm Avenches
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Concrete examples of evaluating the balance of interests
The report "Considerations on Ethics and the Horse" by the
Observatory of the Swiss Horse Industry undertakes a
detailed and critical analysis of the various aspects of
owning, using and breeding horses. Concrete evaluations of
the balance of interests are also performed for individual
issues. The current situation, the expected trends and the
various constraints and risks are described, and the political
and regulatory framework is taken into account. The interests of the various parties concerned and areas of conflict
between the different values to be defended are then
analysed. After listing less harmful alternatives for reaching
the same goal, the results of the evaluation of the balance of
interests and, where applicable, a justification of the
constraint imposed are presented. Each example presented
concludes with recommendations for implementation and
references to relevant literature on the subject.
Conclusions and Outlook
Our perception of nature and of horses in particular has
significantly changed in a matter of only a few decades.
Society now calls for a new attitude to animals, and the
higher the position of a species in the animal hierarchy, the
higher the demands in terms of the respect of dignity and
well-being.
But how do these demands translate into concrete
measures to be taken? After a critical analysis of various
constraints associated with the breeding, ownership and
use of horses and other members of the equidae family, the
report "Considerations on Ethics and the Horse" turns to
establishing the duties of the parties concerned.
From the outset, it was the authors' intention to raise awareness without attributing blame. The responsibility for
avoiding the imposition of unjustified or excessive
constraints on horses lies primarily with those who are in
direct contact with them. These people have a duty to
evaluate the balance of interests in different situations on a
case-by-case basis and to make an ethical pronouncement
based on their findings.
In parallel, the various organisations to which these people
belong (breeders' associations, equestrian sport organisations, professional bodies and associations) have a duty to
take account of ethical considerations, for example when
elaborating regulations for the protection of horses or
defining breeding goals.
Responsibility cannot be assumed without detailed
knowledge. The institutes representing the people
concerned and the supervisory bodies have an essential role
to play in terms of promoting the training and education of
their members. When it comes to achieving the identified
ethical objectives they cannot hide behind the individual
responsibility of their members since the first step in the
process is ensuring that knowledge is available, disseminated, assimilated and put into practice. This responsibility
falls to them and, of course, to the competent educational
bodies. Both have a duty to promote the advancement of
knowledge on ethics and the horse.
The report also highlights that, on many issues, the
knowledge required for an ethically defensible approach is

not yet available. It is therefore particularly desirable that the
various members of the equine research community that
has grown up in recent years should increase their focus on
the related fundamental and applied aspects of the question.
Last but not least, the legislative bodies must pursue their
efforts to improve the well-being of horses and other
members of the equidae family and the respect of their
dignity, with particular emphasis on their use. Through
funding for research and communication projects they must
encourage the main players of the industry to turn their
attention to ethical issues and assist them in their decisions.
Where shortcomings are identified, the legislative bodies
must first issue guidelines and then, where necessary, make
them compulsory by elaborating the legal provisions needed
to enforce them.
Raising awareness without attributing blame
In conclusion, it is clear that critical observers of the
equestrian scene will – justifiably – continue to voice legitimate expectations of the horse industry. Given the recurrent
criticism directed at sportsmen and horse owners and the
polemics surrounding certain practices, it is essential to
ensure that the monitoring and supervisory role is not left
exclusively to the animal protection organisations and the
law enforcement authorities. As noted, the responsibility for
preventing problems from arising and for making regular
and honest evaluations of the balance of interests lies primarily with the people who work with horses and the organisations that represent them. It would therefore seem desirable
that an independent permanent commission or think tank
dealing with the issue of ethics and the horse be set up
within the horse industry, funded by the organisations and
institutions concerned.
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